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21???? 
by Alyssa Certilman 
If I were to inform you of the 
proposed increase of the New 
York State drinking age, would 
you complain of its unfairness? 
would you state you arc old 
enough to serve your country 
in times of despair and thus 
should be · considered old 
enough or responsible enough 
to drink as well? Or better still. 
would you demand the relief of 
the Grandfather's Clause allow-
ing those born prior to a par-
ticular date the right to drink? 
These and many more ques-
tions were my own when I 
was informed of the proposed 
increase. but after having 
spoken to Legislative Staff 
members. my views on the 
drinking age are quite different. 
New York State Senator 
Padavan has been encourag-
ing the new drinking age law. 
just as he had the last. The first 
hearing will be held Tuesday. 
September 6, 1983, to discuss 
the harshness of the previous 
laws against driving while in-
toxicated. Also included will be 
a discussion of whether or not 
to abide by the wishes of the 
Federal Government to form a 
uniform drinking age of twenty-
one with New Jersey and Con-
necticut, or to follow New 
York's own wishes of a drink-
ing age of twenty_ The reason 
for the drinking age of twenty-
one is to desist those in Con-
necticut ineligible to drink from 
crossing the state line for the 
sole purpose of avoiding their 
drinking age laws. 
The argument still in com-
mand of the drinking age is "If 
we arc old enough to serve our 
country, then we are old 
enough to drink", versus 
statistics. Being old enough to 
serve one's country should. in 
no way. be associated with 
one's responsibilities with 
alcohol. When fighting for 
one's country, one is engross-
ed in ones own fears; acting 
upon commands given rational 
thought. When under the in-
fluence of alcohol, there is lit-
tle rational thought, making 
most actions a sight of sheer 
lack of responsibility. Can a ra-
tional. responsible individual 
hold such an argument against 
statistics? 
Even though the following 
statistics are only preliminary, 
one still cannot hold a match to 
them. Preliminary statistics are 
as such for a number of 
reasons. Police, quite often, do 
not record all fatalities, due to 
litigation threats. If there is no 
alcohol present, and an officer 
claims there is, he often has to 
face some sort of legal discom-
fort. Also, in many small com-
m unities, officers withold 
much information due to per-
The moral and political issue of abortion aroused great debate 
outside Oty Hall last Tuesday evening, 
A change in drinking age could change many aspects of college life. 
sonal reasons. Thus, these 
statistics are often under 
represented, but always in 
favor of the opposition. Since 
the increase in the drinking age 
to nineteen. the amount of 
alcohol related fatalities 
reported among eighteen year 
olds has shown a substantial 
decrease. From the period of 
December 5, 1981 to June 5, 
1982, 15 eighteen year olds had 
been killed, and 292 had suf-
fered injuries in crashes. While 
in the period of December 5. 
1982, to June 5. 1983, a substan-
tial decrease has shown seven 
18-year olds have been killed, 
and 292 had suffered injuries 
and crashes. Try to imagine 
the decrease in accidents had 
we three times that amount of 
people under the influence of 
alcohol off the roads. The 
statistics would be fantastic. If 
that is not enough of a reason 
for the law to be changed to 
twenty-one. read on. An ex-
periment has shown a 28-30 
percent decrease in alcohol 
related crashes since raising 
the drinking age. Also. the In-
surance Institute for Highway 
Safety conducted an experi-
. ment on eight states that have 
raised their drinking age which 
showed night time alcohol-
related fatal crashes have 
decreased by 28-3.0 percent. 
Among those states that have 
shown decreases in accidents, 
5-40 percent fall under the age 
group of eighteen to twenty-
one. Michigan has conducted a 
study similar to the HHS. and 
has received the same results. 
However. these are just 
preliminary statistics. One 
must also take into effect 
weather. which may change 
from day to day. causing or 
relieving such accidents. The 
New· York State Division of 
Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse 
has an additional study due out 
this month. It is a scientific 
study on the effects of raising 
the drinking age. What less can 
one expect then more informa-
tion to fortify rhe previous 
statistics'!. 
If I were to inform you of the 
proposed increase of the New 
York State drinking age, would 
you complain of its unfairness? 
Would you state you are old 
enough to serve your country 
in times of despair. and thus 
should be considered old 
enough or responsible enough 
to drink as well? Or would you 
agree with the given statistics 
showing the benefits of raising 
the drinking age? 
Housing Dilemma 
by Lynne Realander 
As if Ithaca College wasn't 
already experiencing enough 
housing problems, a recent in-
cident that is being called "an 
act of vandalism" by the direc-
tor of Safety and Security add-
ed to the dilemma. A water 
pipe located in a stairwell on 
the second floor of Terrace 118 
"burst" early Sunday morning 
causing extensive water 
damage to the stairwell, first 
and second-floor halls and ap-
proximately nine or ten rooms 
in the vicinity. As a result. the 
students occupying th.e 
damaged rooms were forced 
to find other housing for the 
night until the damaged rooms 
were dried out. Brian McAree 
of Residential Life explained 
that there is no way the water 
pipe could have burst on its 
own. Therefore security will 
be conducting an investigation 
to locate the perpetrator of the 
Other campus housing pro- crowded, with many terrace 
blems continue to exist with six lounges holding six students 
students living in the Kenton and several students living in 
Plaza Hotel on Rt. 13. Although the health center basement. 
the students are expected to The mid-October completion of 
have their temporary housing the new two and a half story 
by the end of the week the dormitory will alleviate the 
situation on campus remains campus housingjproblem. 
• , , . , , • , i . 1 , , event. 
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FROM OUR POINT OF VIEW 
BOOKS 
The Rush is Over-
We have all settled 
in.found courses to 
take.and bought our 
books.Books and the 
Bookstore, two 
thoughts that seem to 
be on everyone's 
mind these days. 
, Commonly overheard 
in the Union are peo-
ple discussing how 
and when to go to 
Smedley's (and just 
where has it moved 
to?),if Triangle or one 
of the other Cornell 
bookstores. would 
have the textbook that 
is needed, and of 
course, the lines in our 
own Ithaca College 
Bookstore. 
bookstore seems to 
be the smallest room 
on campus. Or is it 
funny that only two 
cashiers are working 
to take your money.Or 
why is it that when an 
answer is needed to a 
question involving a 
textbook there is 
noone around to 
answer that ques-
tion.Furthermore, why 
in the interest of 
students do all Cornell 
bookstores remain 
open to much needed 
extended store hours 
hours.and we here at 
Ithaca College are 
granted two extra 
store hours for a 
week's time. 
The Ithacan would 
like to ask the Ad-
ministration of this 
College to take a 
serious look at the 
school bookstore.how 
it services the Ithaca 
College community 
Labor Day 
This past Monday, 
Sept. 5th, ·the United 
States of America 
celebrated a national 
holiday known as 
Labor Day. This Holi-
day is used to 
recognize the workers 
of our country and is 
customarily 
celebrated on the first 
Monday in 
September. By honor-
ing the workers of our 
country, we also use 
Labor Day as a point 
to mark the end of the 
summer and the 
beginning of the fall 
season. 
Where as The 
Ithacan does not wish 
to enter into an argue-
ment over the rights 
of the college com-
munity to take part in 
the celebration of this 
holiday, the closing of 
all administrative of-
fices while the 
academic facilities re-
main open seem to 
raise a serious issue. 
The faculty rrwnbers 
of the teaching staff 
here at the College are 
also laborers, is it not 
unfair to expect them 
to work while other 
members of the com-
munity remain home. 
If the basic contract of 
the Teacher Union 
does not include 
Labor Day as a holi~ 
day, then that is a 
grievance that must 
be taken up between 
the teaching staff and 
the administration, but 
in the beginning of the 
second wee'k of 
school is it fair to have 
the Bursar's Office 
closed, or after 
waiting out long lines 
in the book store, it 
surely seems inap-
propriate to. have the 
book store closed on 
the sixth day of 
classes. 
The Ithacan does 
not wish to seem un-
patriotic over the 
issue of time off for a 
national holiday, but 
by closing the 
business and ad-
ministration facilities 
of the College on an 
academic class day, 
we feel a injustice is 
being done to the 
students here at 
Ithaca College. 
M.A.A. 
The Ithaca College 
Bookstore has books 
for every course on 
campus (except 
Politics and Sociol-
ogy). Have to buy 
books for a class?Find 
a good couple of 
hours.the line starts at 
the doors to the 
towers.be sure to 
place your l.D. 
number on your 
check please.It seems 
funny does it not, that 
when four-thousand 
five hundred people 
must buy books from 
the bookstore. that the 
and what could be 
done to decrease the .--.. ~---_-_-_-_---------_-_-_ -_ -_:-_ -:~=====-r----~ .... -P'ffl-_-_-_---------. 
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Laundry Service: All Washed Up 
by Barbara A Richard 
"It's a rip off!" This is the cry 
of most Ithaca College 
students referring to the recent 
price increase of the laundry 
machines. There is also much 
concern about the poor service 
that the machines are 
demonstrating. The price of 
the washers and dryers has 
each gone up fifteen cents(ex-
cept in the West Tower where 
the price of a load of wash is 
still sixty cents for some 
unknown reason.) But has the 
quality of the service improv-
ed any? Apparently, junior 
David Bernstein, along with 
other friends, observes no 
change except in price and is 
very dissatisfied with the 
whole laundry situation. 
According to Tom Coviello, 
director of Purchasing at Ithaca 
College, there were a number 
of reasons for the increased 
cost. First of all, Ralph Marvin 
ASsociates recently purchased 
the Miller Vending Company 
and decided to install new 
laundry machines while also 
upgrading the older units to 
use less energy. To defer this 
cost, they felt it necessary to 
raise the prices. Although it is 
a private company, Ithaca Col-
lege does have some authori-
ty as far as changes with the 
laundry services. Last spring, 
the increase was approved by 
Mr. Coviello and former Direc-
tor of Residential Life Chris 
Horn to be competitive with 
local laundry facilities. This 
-aspect, however, brings up a 
very disturbing point. Local 
laundromats pay for their own 
water and electricity, but in this 
case, the students, through 
their tuition, are picking up the 
tab for both of these. The 
seventy-five cents covers the 
use of the machine and the 
pay to the servicemen: no 
utilities are involved. 
"Ithaca College once talked 
of owning all of the equipment 
but decided that they did not 
have the people or the exper-
tise to run the laundry 
system," Mr. Coviello stated. 
Ithaca College does receive a 
percentage of the commission 
which is then deposited into 
the overall budget of the 
school. There are also dor-
mitory rebates distributed to 
encourage students not to van-
dalize the machines. At the 
end of the year, about ssooo is 
given back for student 
activities. 
Besides the increase in price. 
many Ithaca College residents 
are disturbed with the perfor-
mance of the laundry 
machines. The dryers were 
supposedly upgraded accor-
ding to Mr. Coviello. However, 
numerous students such as 
sophomore Matt Brown and 
junior Marty Huedepohl com-
plained that their clothes were 
not dried with just fifty cents 
and often had to spend one 
dollar to get their jeans dried. 
Others like Chris Guest spend 
fifty cents and if the clothes are 
not dry, he hangs them up. 
Unfortunately. most of the 
college community agree on a 
few aspects. Number one. 
they arc paying too much 
money and are not receiving 
satisfactory results. Also, the 
student body feels compelled 
to use the laundry service due 
to the convenience. 'Tm not 
happy with it. but for the lack 
of a better way, I must use it." 
responded sophomore .Jeff 
Wright. Many see it as a 
monopoly and whatever the 
company charges, they must 
pay or go directly downtown, 
which is ridiculous for most. 
Since the cost of Ithaca is close 
to s10,ooo. many Ithaca 
students agree with 
sophomore Debbie Stein in 
that. "we shouldn't have to 
pay at all." 
New, Policy 
Limits Pets 
by Dian Dulberger 
In the frantic rush for 
students to "decorate" their 
rooms many rules and·regula-
tions,especially new ones.are 
overlooked.This problem is 
again true this fall semester.the 
issue of pets in Residence 
areas heads the list. 
On page thirteen of the 
1983-1984 Residential Life 
Handbook.Rule Ila states that 
''The following arc prohibited 
in or around Residence halls 
and apartments and are sub-
ject to immediate action and/or 
removal by College person-
nel.It goes·· on to state the 
"following" include "animals 
and/or pets of any 
kind." Although this rule was 
just changed during the sum-
mer it is stated explicitly in the 
handbook which each 
freshman received in the mail 
and upperclassmen received 
during room selections. 
The reasons for this change 
range from cleanliness to the 
problem of the pets escaping 
their cages. When the pets do 
get out they sometimes get 
themselves into hard to reach 
spots.The rule is essentially for 
the safety of both the person 
and the pet and must therefore 
be enforced."Some people 
have trouble interpreting what 
a small cag~d animal is,"said 
Bill Perkins.Assistant Director 
for Operations of Residential 
Life.Due to this.large animals 
Hiding from angry security officers this puppy seeks refuge 
in a dorm room. 
are brought into the residence 
areas creating trouble for both 
owner,roomate(s)and. 
neighbors. These can range 
from birds.guinea pigs.even 
rabbits. 
Damage can occur if the pets 
are allowed to run loose;even 
improper care of the animals 
can cause furniture and rugs to 
be ruined. 
The only acceptable pet for 
residence areas.as stated on 
pg.23 of the Residential Life 
Handbook are "tropical 
fish".The drawback of this 
type of "pet"depends on 
whether it needs a life support 
system.If it does, the entire 
system and tank must be 
taken home during vaca-
tions:primarily Thanksgiv-
ing.Christmas.and EasterJf the 
fish are left during these 
periods with the life support 
system still hooked up.it will 
be disconnected.because elec-
trical appliances cannot be left 
plugged in during recesses for 
fire safety reasons. 
Hopefully.students will com-
ply with the new rule that has 
been enacted and enforced for 
both the owner and the pet(s). 
_" • , • ' r I .J.,.,I.:.,. • .,t_:,..i ... 1 .. r-'. • •. •'• 
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Let's be Friends 
by David A. Goldman farther away. we like people 
If I were to tell you that who are alread attracted to us. 
friends are people with whom and who demonstrate their at-
you can share your feelings, traction by doing us favors and 
joys. and worries-would you saying nice things about us. 
agree? And would I be telling we like people who satisfy our 
you something you already needs and who have needs 
know if I told you that when we can satisfy. 
we're young. we want many . All other things being equal. 
friendships because they index we tend to like people who live 
our popularity? But as we close to us more than those 
mature we become selective, who live far away. People who 
narrowing down the range of are nearby are more easily ac-
our friendships by substituting cessible to us. and our contact 
quality for quantity.Perhaps. with them is likely to be more 
but it never causes any harm frequent. i.e. The College Cam-
to be rcinforrned. W<· need pus Though the relationships 
friends! You do and I clo. we vary. some liking, some loving. 
need 10 like and be liked in and some sexual. they can all 
return. We want to break awa}, be found on campus. The 
from that self-centered ex- choice rs yours. This is the 
istance and all the resulting "meeting place"! 
pathologies such as !onliness. If the following is true. why 
- depression. paranoia. and has everybody stopped being 
suicide. We want to reach out friendly and possibly making 
for the hands of others and friends? What happened to the 
have that extended hand "hello" and "how was your 
grasped by another per- summer'"! I don't hear it 
son. we want to be with peo- anymore. Where did all the 
pie around whom we can feel smiles and the lark fa inhibi-
comfortable. "let down our tion towards meeting fellow 
hair." and "be our real selves." students disappear 10. "Why 
We need close friends, friends did everybody put their make 
\Vho drop their defenses, take up back on'!" Is being friendly 
off their mask of sociability. just a formality that one fels 
and just be people. And once their duty the first few days of 
formed. such relationships can school. 
endure for a lifetime. say hello. it never hurts! This 
"But where arc these peo- campus has a great deal to of-
pie?" They're out there! I !er. Don·t limit the range and 
guess you just like some. say numberof friends you make to 
hello to them. and ignore the the first week of school. Maybe 
rest. But wh do we like some i(s just plain. simple human 
people more than others? Well. behavior, but it's pretty bad. It 
research has shown that we seems as if you do not say 
are attracted to people who "hi" in the beginning of the 
bring us maximul'l rewards or semester, you don't say "hi" 
gratification at a minimum ex- for the rest of the semester. rd 
pense. ror example, we arc like to be your friend. Just 
more attracted to people who Acknowledge Mc! 
are nearby. than those who arc 
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Paranoid 
To the Editors: 
When President Reagan 
speaks of the Military Junta in 
El Salvador or President Mar-
cos in the Philippines, he rare-
ly has anything to say about 
human rights. However. \Vhen 
a soviet military plane shoots 
down a commercial Korean 
airliner. resulting in the deaths 
of some 270 innocent people, 
Mr. Reagan quickly seems to 
be well versed on the subject. 
Although I may agree with our 
President when he calls the 
event a " ... horrifying act of 
violence", it seems obvious to 
me that his new found concern 
with human rights is just a 
political tool to further escalate 
the cold war. 
With-so much of this episode 
still to be uncovered, I am ap-
prehensive about taking what 
I read and/or hear on the sub-
ject as the absolute truth. 
However. as stated in the N.Y. 
Times, the Soviet Union has 
claimed that the Korean airliner 
"was on a 'preplanned' spying 
mission with the knowledge o( 
the United States." The truth of 
this claim remains to be seen. 
More important I think is the 
very serious point it raises: 
Entering freshmen at 
Clarkson College of 
Technology in New York and 
Stevens Institute of 
Technology in New Jersey are 
the first in the U.S. who have 
to buy microcomputers from 
their schools as a condition of 
enrollment. 
Clarkson students, who 
registered August 25th and 
26th, pay S200 a tenn extra for 
the computers. which they'll 
own after four years. 
If they drop out or transfer 
before that, they lose the 
machines. 
Five hundred Stevens frosh 
will pay a total of S1800 extra 
for their DEC Professional 325 
micros. They picked them up 
September 1st and 2nd .. 
A football game is the perfect 
way to get into the fall spirit. 
They are exciting, you see alot 
of friends, and you get away 
from the tensions of 
schoolwork for a while. What 
better would there be to get in-
to theis mood then to go to a 
tailgate party. 
this Saturday and next Satur-
O<lY the Senior Class will be 
sponsoring tailgate parties at 
the Garden Apartments from 
11:00-1:00. The parties are a 
"beer and bagel" event, with 
music, friends, and exchange 
of laughs to get you in the fall 
spirit. The event is open only 
to Seniors, so bring your I.D. 
and don't forget to tell a friend. 
Powers Tight Telephone Credit , r -.:, 
·? 
'r.:.., 
these two super-powers, aided 
by the COid war, have become 
so paranoid of each other that 
innocent people must die 
because of the assumed threat 
to one's national sec.urity. In-
stead of really concerning 
himself with human rights and 
seeing this event as a direct 
result of the tensions between 
the Soviet Union and the 
United States. President 
Reagan. in his speech on 
September s. used the 
shooting as a plea to the 
American people to su"f)port 
further arms build-up. The kill-
ing of the 270 people on board 
the Korean Airlines jet makes 
it clear to me that the two 
countries should begin serious 
negotiations keeping in mind 
not ideological rhetoric, but in-
stead. the value of human life. 
Ken Elkin 
CHOOL OF BUSINESS 
0 YOU HA VE QUESTIONS ABOUT: 
*CHANGE OF MAJOR/MINOR? 
*MINOR IN: 
- Business? 
- International Management? 
- Marketing? 
- Organizational Studies? 
.f 
by Ginger Harding 'I 
''I've waited in line at the :! 
·, 
bookstore; I'm being treated to -~ 
Macke 3 meals a day; I'm pay- .. 
ing much too much to do my 1 
laundry; and on top of that I ... 
don't even have a phone yet!" :f 
Have you been inconve- <: 
nienced with trying to rent or ,.,. 
have a phone installed for your 
dorm room? Most college ,, 
students in Ithaca have been. 
The New York Telephone 
company in down 1own Ithaca 
has come out with a new 
.p.olicy starting this year. This 
policy is: If a student has not 
passed 3 out of the 6 credit 
queslions from the specialized 
student telephone service ap-
plications for "college 
Students" only, they must pay 
the regular rate plus put down 
a SIOO, deposit for security in 
order to get their phone. this 
deposit will be refunded in ~ay J 
if their credit remains in good ._:: 
standing. This policy has come ~~­
into effect not because of the :') 
strike.but because io the , 
previous years the telephone . :j 
·.~ 
company has had various pro- . \ 
blems with college students '.-;" 
paying their bills. ·~. 
y The credit questions in the ~_:_··.· 
telephone service application, 
include questions about the ap. ~ 
*INDEPENDENT STUDY /INTERNSHIP 
* ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS? 
plicants bank account: whether 
or not one has credit cards; if 
one is currently employed 
locally;if one lives at a local ad-
dress for more than a year; and 
if one has good credit with the 
telephone company. Most 
freshmen are inconvenienced 
WE CAN HELP! 
D~op in 4th Floor New Building or call 274-3940 and ask Joy for an appointment. 
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEG\ 
\Vith this, but as well, so are /: 
. some upper classmen. 
YOU ARE INVITED 
SEPTEMBER 15 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Job Room, 7-8 pm 
SEPTEMBER 21 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Job Room, 7-8 pm 
SEPTEMBER 29 
CROSSROADS PARTY 
Union - 8:15 pm 
Chat vith :former 
London students. 
SLIDES ..• SNACKS 
COME BY THE OFFICE ANYTIME 
Muller 218 
Applications Due October 21 
·, 
.'• 
·, 
:• 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF 
INTEREST 
Architecture Exhibition 
On Wednesday, September 
14 .. The Non-Residential Ar-
chitecture of Frank Lloyd 
Wright will open to the public 
at the Herbert F. Johnson 
Museum of Art and will run 
tluough Sunday, October 30, 
1983. This exhibition will be the 
first 10 examine specifically the 
non-residential work of Wright, 
who is lauded as the most im-
portant American architect and 
one of the most influential 
figures world-wide in the 
modern movement. 
Some ninety percent of the 
buildings designed by Frank 
Uloyd Wright were houses. 
Consequently. almost all 
studies of his work e·mphasis 
his residential designs. 
However, among his non-
residential designs are some of 
the great works of modern 
architecture. 
This exhibition will focus on 
five key builldings: the Larkin 
Building in Buffalo, New York, 
Unity Temple in Oak Park. Il-
linois, the Imperial Hotel in 
Tokyo, the Johnson Wax Com-
pany Administration Building 
and Research Tower in Racine. 
Wisconsin and the Marin coun-
ty Civic Center in California. 
Each of these buildings 
receives a prominent place in 
any book on modern architec-
ture. In less detail, the show 
will also examine approximate-
ly twenty other non-residential 
projects and buildings by 
Wright. Taken together, The 
twenty-five designs will form a 
unified whole, as the suppor-
tin~ written and graphic 
material will trace how 
sociological. techQological, and 
architectural themes link them. 
On display will be fourteen 
large panels containing photos. 
drawing and text on Wright's 
work. In addition. desks and 
chairs from the Johnson Wax 
Administration Building and 
Larkin Building and fragments 
of buildings will be integrated 
into the exhibition. along with 
matted color prints of Wright's 
drawings and plates from his 
1909 Wasmuth Portfolio. 
The Non-Residential Ar-
chitecture of Frank Lloyd 
Wrightis funded by the New 
York State Council for the Arts, 
the s.c. Johnson Company and 
the Johnson Museum. Guest 
curator of the exhibit is 
Jonathan Lipman, Visiting 
Scholar at Cornell University in 
the field of architectural 
research. Being held in con-
junction with this exhibition is 
th 1983-84 Preston Thomas 
Lecture Series, also on 
Wright's non-residential ar-
chitecture. The series is being 
organized by Edgar Kaufmann, 
Jr. The first lecture will be held 
on Thursday, October 20th at 
8:00 pm in Uris Auditorium. For 
information on future lectures 
on Frank Lloyd Wright, contact 
iether the museum or the 
Department of Architecture. 
The Herbert F. Johnson 
Museum of Art is open to the 
public Tuesday through Sun-
day, 10am to 5pm, with free ad-
mission. For funher informa-
tion about this or other events 
at the museum contact Kris 
Deluca-Beach at 256-6464. 
I_ntern Program 
Consider spending the spring 
semester at the State Capitol, 
if you would like an active lear-
ning experience in state 
government. The New York 
State ASsembly sponsors in-
ternships for college juniors, 
seniors, and graduate 
students. The progran:is begin 
in January with a week of 
orientation to state government 
and the legislative process. In-
terns work with ASsembly 
members and are directly in-
volved in the legislative pro-
cess. They also attend classes 
and discussion groups led by 
resident faculty at the capitol. 
Most colleges award a 
semester of credit for participa-
tion in the Assembly Intern 
Program. All majors may app-
ly. Applications and supporting 
materials must be submitted to 
the college liason officer in 
mid-October. Assembly Ses-
sion Interns receive a s:ooo sti-
pend and assistance in locating 
housing. assembly graduate 
scholars serve as full-time pro-
fessional staff to Assembly 
leaders and receive S8000 
stipends. For further informa-
tion, contact your College 
Liason Officer or the Assembly 
Intern Program: 829A 
Legislative Office Building; 
Albany, New York, 12248; 
(518)455-4704, 
Students interested in the 
Session Intern Program must 
apply through a liason officer 
at the college. The liason of-
ficer for your college is: · 
Linda Gasser, Uirector 
career Planning, Gannett Ctr, 
ISi fl. 
Ithaca COilege 
Volunteers Needed 
There are a numller of very 
fine placements availallle in 
the human service field. such 
as: Youth Bureau One to ONc 
Program is looking for stuclt'nts 
to provide friendship and com-
panionship to youngsters. 
Campfire needs program 
assistants and club leaders for 
after school programs. 
Hospicare needs students to 
work with terrrnnally ill clients 
and families. Training and 
supervision provided. 
Special Childrens Center needs 
classroom assistants for 
preschool trnnclicapped 
children. 
Homes Inc. needs help with 
Business 
Tiff ITIIAC:\ COLI.EGE One junior or scrnor Bus1n('SS 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS IS :\C· student is ne<•clecl to s<•r\·c on 
CEl'TING APPI.IC:\TIONS FOH the 198:3·84 School of BUSl!H'SS 
THANSFEH. Frosh may not T<·nuw and Promotion Corn-
apply unlil then S<'< ond 111111et·. Ttw work wIII tw ,H. 
semester. \\'hil<· each rnsc is rnrnplisht'd pnmanly <lurmg 
rnnsidert'd on an md1vidual the month of Octolwr 198.l. 
llclsis. applicanb who ha\'!' 11 
c1 cumulative average ot 2.5 or 
above. and 21 haw rnrnpletcd 
math coursrs (13·105. 108). 
economics rnurses !01>-121.1221. 
a writing course (77·). natural or 
applied science course1s1 WIii 
receive t11e strongest rnn-
sideration. ,\pplications are 
available in th(' School of 
Business office on the 4th 
floor. of the New Academic 
Building. Deadline for com-
pleted transfer applications i~ 
October 26, 1983. 
Bw,incss majors rn,1y sell 
nominate or nornmatt· ottwr 
busirwss rnaJors for ttw post 
by completing appropric1t(· 
forms which are available from 
\lrs. I)('<' Floror in tlw School of 
Bu~irw~s office on the .ith floor 
of 1tw New Building. 1:lt·ction 
date for the two students will 
bt· October 3rd and 4-th. Ttw 
election will be held in the 
School of Business office on 
the 4th floor of the New 
Building. The deadline for com-
pleted nomination forms IS 
September 2]rd. 
developmentally disabled·------------------------' 
adults on socialskills and shar-
ing leisure time. 
This is just a partial list. Come 
in and let's talk about volunteer 
work. They are available on a 
credit or volµnteer basis. 
Please see Elaine Leeder in 
Muller 334 or call me at 
274-3311. 
Art Exhibit 
The Ithaca College Hand-
werker Gallery will· open its 
1983-84 season with "Ithaca 
Faculty Artworks" September 
10-0ctober 17. 
An opening reception for the 
collection of paintings, draw-
ings and photographs by facul-
ty artists will be held Friday 
September 23 from 5-7pm. 
Faculty members par-
ticipating in the exhibit include 
Debra Birmingham. Monte 
Gerlach, Salvatore Grippi, Dan-
ny Guthrie. Kumi Korf. Harry 
McCue, David Smyth, and Gary 
wojcik. · 
The Handwerker Gallery is 
located on the first floor of the 
Caroline Werner Gannett 
Center on the Ithaca College 
campus. The gallery is open 
from 9am-9pm, Monday-
Thursday and 9am-5pm on 
Friday. 
The exhibit is free and open 
to the public. 
Externship 
Externship Informational 
Meeting: Learn how you can 
"shadow" a professional in a 
career of interest for five work-
ing days. Get your questions 
answered before you commit 
yourself to the field. Wednes-
day. Sept. 14, 2pm Gannett Ill 
Thursday, Sept. 15, 7pm Gan-
nett Ill. 
Accounting 
Accounting majors with 
demonstrable financial need 
are invited to apply for a 
Forster Foundation Scholar· 
ship. Academic performance 
and college or community ac-
tivities will be considered. Ap-
plications may be obtained 
from Mrs. Dee Floros in the 
School of Business office on 
the 4th floor of the New 
Academic Building. The 
deadline for the receipt of com-
pleted applications is October 
7, 1983. 
Planned Studies 
A meeting for Planned 
Studies majors and students 
interested in the Planned 
Studies major will be held on 
Tuesday, September 13, at 
7:30pm in the Crossroads. For 
further information contact 
ASsistant Dean Howard Erlich. 
x3102, Muller 206. 
Scholarships 
Available 
Management, Personnel and 
Industrial Relations, and 
Finance Majors with 
demonstrable financial · need 
are invited to apply for a 
Venetos Foundation Scholar-
ship. Academic performance 
and college or community ac-
tivities are considered. Ap-
plications may be obtained 
from Mrs. Dee Floros in the 
School of Business office on 
the 4th floor of the New 
Academic Building. The 
deadline for the receipt of com-
pleted applications is October 
7, 1983. 
Last Friday's convocation 
ceremonies will be rebroad-
cast on WICB-TV. local cable 
channel 13, on Wednesday, 
August 31 at 8:00 pm and again 
on Sunday, September II at 
6:00 pm. The 40 minute pro-
grams cover the entire 
ceremony including the 
academic processional. 
greeting by chairman of ·the 
Board of Trustees Roy H. Park, 
remarks by President Whalen, 
and performances by the 
Ithaca College Faculty Brass 
Quintet. Palmer Dyer. pro-
fessor and chairperson of cor-
porate/organizational media. 
narrates the program. 
Ithaca College 
Hillel wishes you ·a 
happy and healthy 
New Year 5744. 
The 1983-84 STUDENT 
HANDBOOK contains 
valuable information 
regarding student pro-
grams and services, on 
and off campus com-
munity life, academic 
resources, student 
government, clubs and 
organizations. Students 
living on campus will 
receive their copy of the 
HANDBOOK from 
residence hal~ staff. Off 
campus students can pick 
up their copy at the Infor-
mation Desk in Egbert 
Union. Handbooks will 
also be distributed to 
f acuity and administrators 
by the Student Affairs 
office. 
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Question: 
Do you think that the people 
who have not registered for the 
draft should be eligible for 
financial aid? 
Marc fitzSimmons/lthacan 
John Neeson 
'84, Economics 
"I think you should be at least 
willing to register for the draft: 
registering doesn't necessarily 
mean I'll partake in the next 
war." 
Rob Logel 
'85, Finance 
"No, government shouldn't 
give money to people who 
have not got balls to sign up for 
the draft." 
Jon Breslow 
'84, History 
"No, anyone who ctoesn 't 
obey the law and register · 
shouldn't be eligible for aid 
from the government. 
THE 
INQUIRER 
Tamara Pearsal 
'84, Communication 
"Yes." because I don't agree 
with Reagan's policy-if you 
don't want to fight, you can't 
go to school." 
Tom. Harding 
'84, P.A.I.R. 
"Yes, because we all need 
College Education before Uncl 
Sam drafts us." 
' 
Gary Levy 
'84, Business Management 
"No, anyone not willing to pr 
tect our country should no 
receive any aid from ou 
country. 
- " ~ - .... , .. -
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' OP/EDS KOREAN 
CONSERVA-THINK 
AIR 
INCIDENT by Andrew Levin 
The reactions which have 
followed the· tragic downing of 
the south Korean airliner are 
almost as diverse as the story 
itself. In fact, many "Russian 
lovers" such as Senator Paul 
Tsongas (D-MA) have said that 
they had hoped for more sanc-
tions than President Reagan's 
Monday night address· 
delivered. 
This whole notion of liberals 
getting tough with the Soviets 
is quite amusing. I've even 
heard that a few select politi-
cians want the pipeline and 
grain embargoes back in place. 
Of course! Then the govern-
ment can take the loss itself, 
while depriving innocent Rus-
sians of their daily bread. 
The unsettling reality of the 
situation is that militarily the 
United States has no overall 
advantage over the U.S.S.R. 
and is thus aral zed, unable 
to react with sufficient strength 
to deter the bad guys from 
striking again. It is perfectly 
ironic that the Democrats who 
have fought the President's 
defense build-up since day one 
now want Mr. Reagan to act 
with more force. unlike the 
hardline right-wingers who 
want stepped up military force, 
the Paul Tsongas· of the world 
wish to do something which is 
much easier said than done: 
Weaken Soviet totalitarianism 
without the threat of a nuclear 
disaster. 
The tragedy of the Soviet 
Korean 747 speaks directly to 
the weakening deterent of U.S. 
military power. It should be 
clear to all by now that the 
Soviet braintrust has little or no 
regard for the presence of the 
United States on the world 
scene. The 269 murdered 
aboard the airliner are a 
somber exam le of communist 
Implications 
for the 
Future 
· by Jay ScbaeJderman will be within a six minute 
This past Monday night Presi- launch to strike distance of 
dent Reagan addressed the na- their Soviet targets. These 
tion on what he called the weapons are targeted to hit 
"Korean Airline Massacre." Soviet nuclear missile silos and 
News shocked the world last render the missiles stored in-
Wednesday when a Korean jet side obsolete. The Kremlin has 
with 269 passengers including . responded by announcing that 
63 Americans was shot down upon deployment of this new 
by the Soviet Union. The Presi- missile system, they will go on 
dent called the incident un- what is called "launch on war-
forgivable murder- a barbaric ning." This means that if the 
act not only against America Soviet radar system picks up 
and Korea, but against the something that resembles on-
world. coming missiles. they may be 
The Soviet action was clear- forced to launch their own 
ly inexcusable. Nonetheless, missiles prematurely. Six 
lessons may be learned from minutes is all the time they 
this incident that may save the have- but is it all the time they 
lives of many people in the need? 
future. Does the Soviet action imp-
For one, new ir:nproved air ly that they will also react hasti-
navigational equipment may ly in similar situations? Will 
be developed to prevent drif- Russia assume there are 
ting off course. missiles heading her way 
secondly, and possibly more when it is really a computer er-
importantly, the incident points ror or mistaken radar reading? 
out a terrifying situation that Will World War Ill start acciden-
the world is currently engaged tally? Can we afford to take the 
in. Tensions are so great risk? 
around the globe that the Hopefully the Korean Airline 
Soviet Union considered a inci9ent will teach us that tragic 
passenger jet flying over their mistakes can happen, 
main defense center so great especially in times of great ten-
a threat to their security that sions. It iS our responsibility as 
they shot it down. a concerned nation to try to 
What will happen when the · alleviate tensions and avoid 
United States deploys Pershing dangerous situations which 
II missiles into West Germany could lead to this sort of 
this December? These missiles tragedy- or a far greater one. 
Jay Schneiderman. is former chairman of S. T.A.N.D. 
arrogance and disregard for 
life. And these are the people 
preaching peace? 
What then should be done to 
punish Yuri Andropov and his 
gangsters? Congress will 
ultimately decide, but if it were 
up to this citizen there would 
be no major change in policy. 
Maybe some diplomats should 
be removed and okay, a cou-
ple of trade sanctions and 
securities should be imposed. 
All of this is rather meaningless 
when you're dealing with such 
an enemy. water is turning to 
ice in this new era of the "Cold 
War" and the only stance to 
take is hard line. To do other-
wise would invite only more 
Soviet aggression. 
The innocents aboard the 
plane are the true tragedy 
within the story and seem to 
have been forgotten in the mad 
pursuit for information. Murder 
is illegal and the soviet's action 
in a different time could have 
been understood as an act of 
war. There will probably be no 
war. but more innocent will 
die. Most likely, the Russians 
will be involved. 
Andrew Levin is chairman of the 
Ithaca College Republicans. 
' .. 
Flashback to five-year old attack on Korean Air Lines plane. 
Perpetrator: Soviet fighter jet 
Victim: Innocent civilians 
@~ 
Great Escape:, 
317 College Avenue 
next to the Fire Station 
Test your skills on the latest in 
video and pinball 
*POLE 
POSITION 
*BAG 
MAN 
Look for our 
new arrivals! 
*CHEXX 
HOCKEY 
*KRULL 
... and 
many 
more 
Take a quick study break or stay for 
hours of fun at Bally's Great Escape. 
Escape to a world of fun! 
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INNOCENT 
BYSTANDER 
REGISTRATION AND 
Dave Fischer 
The congressional Quarterly 
Almanac states: "Congress in 
1982 voted to bar federal aid to 
male college students who fail-
ed to register with the Selec-
tive Service System. The 
amendment originally was of-
fered in the House by Gerald 
B.H. Solomon (R-N.Y.) It Wa'i 
adopted 303-95 on July 28." 
Solomon told the House that 
the 93 percent of eligible men 
who had complied with the 
law and registered "sorely re-
sent the other 7 percent of 
Americans who have either in-
tentionally or unintentionally 
chosen not to register." 
"The message is simple: no 
registration. no money." said 
Terrel Bell, the Secretary of 
Education, upon announcing 
the new regulation. 
A message that affects 2.5 
million college-age males and 
S8 billion, according to Monitor, 
cannot be that simple. 
Named after the author, the 
Solomon Amendment (an 
amendment to the Military 
Selective Service Act) states 
that a man who fails to register 
"shall be ineligible for any form 
of assistance or benefit provid-
ed under the Higher Education 
Act of 1965.'' This encom-
passes loans, grants and work 
assistance. 
When applying for financial 
aid the student must provide 
"a statement of compliance" 
to the institution. If denied, the 
student "must have a suitable 
period (of not less than 30 
days) to prove· compliance 
with the registration 
requirement." 
In short, students must pro-
ve they registered if they want 
financial aid. This 'simple 
message· has caused a lobby-
ing blitz and even prompted 
some universities to consider 
contesting the law. Critics have 
described the law as a viola-
tion of the constitution. 
discrimination. an infringe-
ment on academic freedom. 
and just plain unneccesary. 
It can be said that the law in-
fringes on academic freedom 
by making colleges law-
enforcement agents for Uncle 
Sam. The American Council on 
Education stated, "We do not 
oppose draft registration but 
we think that hooking registra-
tion to student aid is an inap-
propriate way to get the univer-
sities involved." 
This opposition, who yell un-
constitutional, stress that the 
constitution prohibits against 
self-incrimination. John B. 
Jones, a Washington lawyer 
and chairman of the board of 
Haverford College says. "Mix-
ing two legislative goals is poor 
Macke 
Nreds 
by David Klein 
Every year, time and time 
again, suggestions and com-
plaints echo from the Terraces, 
Towers, and the Union dining 
halls. Your ideas and gripes 
should not be kept among your 
friends and especially not your 
parents: they don't work for 
Macke! You ask. "Who is 
Macke?" Macke Food Service 
and Vending, supplies 33,000 
meals a week across the Ithaca 
College campus. Their food 
service also distributes meals 
to major corporations and fac-
tories throughout the U.S. 
Before you tell your parents 
"there's nothing to eat", take 
a look around'the cafeteria at 
the vast sele~on; from soups 
and salads to main dishes and 
fresh baked goods. Everyday 
before 6:00 a.m. every pie, 
cookie, and roll ls baked fresh. 
Also, all three meals are 
prepared individually within a 
Input 
few hours before they are 
served. 
I know it is not mom's 
chicken fricasse. or Aunt Mae's 
blueberry pie, but they are not 
in the kitchen, and you will not 
taste anyihing like it until at 
least Thanksgiving. Your voice 
is heard at home in the kitchen 
and can just as well be heard 
at Macke. There are suggestion 
boxes and managers to speak 
with who are willing to listen. 
How is anyone going to know 
what and what not to serve 
unless you speak out loud? 
There are twelve managers to 
get in touch with; they are 
there for your benefit and your 
benefit only. Deli lines, milk 
shake machines, spice racks 
and special dietary dishes 
have all been introduced 
because of student input. From 
cocoa krispies to marshmallow 
fluff, "You can have It your 
way." All you have to do Is 
askll 
STUDENT AID 
policy. You just can't work 
government that way." 
.Jones is correct when inferr-
ing that the student is punish-
ed by legislation rather than 
judicial process. but the law's 
proponents respond that "no 
one has a constitutional right to 
student aid" in the first place. 
Moreover, it is not self-
incrimination because "no one 
is making you sign anything 
saying that you have not 
registered." 
When arguing discrimination 
the critics claim only the less 
wealthy students are effected. 
Melvyn B. Nathanson; dean of 
Rutgers' undergraduates, says 
it "distinguishes and penalizes 
the lawbreakers- college 
students sec~ing college aid-
and imposes no comparable 
penalty on non-registrants who 
are not applying for this sup-
port." Solomon's office points 
out that not everybody is eligi-
ble for financial aid anyway, 
making it somewhat 
discriminatory from the start. 
Obviously, what was thought 
to have been a clear message 
has become garbled through 
the transmission of 
bureaucracy. At face value the 
Solomon Amendment seems 
unconstitutional and 
discriminatory, but one thread 
of principle keeps me from 
completely siding with its 
critics. Those of us who are 
wanting to take must also be 
willing to give. 
My underlining question of 
concern is docs the ends 
justify the means: and what is 
the desired ends? 
The desired ends is not to 
get the conscientious objectors 
to register. They broke the law 
out of passion (a passion I 
understand and respect). and 
if they arc stalwart about their 
education these lawbreaking 
objectors will funnel their pas-
sion toward financing a way 
through school rather than suc-
cwnb to register and thus abort 
their pac;sion. 
The desired ends may not 
actually be to have ·men 
register, but in reality to covert-
ly reach the goal of cutting 
back on student aid. 
Regardless. the Solomon 
Amendment is more a matter 
of conscience than 
constitution. 
POLICY ON BOOK RETURNS 
I 
T 
H 
A 
C 
A 
YOU HAVE UNTIL SEPTEMBER 16 TO RETURN TEXTBOOKS 
THAT'S THE LAST DAY! 
C 
0 
L 
L 
E 
G 
E 
REQUIREMENTS FOR A RETURN 
1. YOU MUST HAVE PURCHASED THE BOOK FOR THIS 
FALL 1983 SEMESTER. 
2. YOU MUST HAVE YOUR RECEIPT PLUS YOUR STUDENT 
ID. 
3. THE BOOK HAS NOT BEEN USED OR MARKED. 
4, IF YOU PURCHASED BY VISA OR MASTERCARD, YOU 
WILL BE ISSUED A CREDIT, NOT CASH. 
The Ithacan 
Needs You! 
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SOUTH HILL 
On the cover of David Bowie's latest 
album,"Let's Dance", Bowie is posed as a boxer, but we 
can not see his opponent. Tuesday nigbt,at the Syracuse 
Carrier Dome, we found out who the opponent is - the Dome 
itself. But, let's not start off on a negative note, for 
it was· Bowie, not the venue, that 27,000 people came 
to see (one of the rare non-sellouts on Bowie's current 
tour). 
From the opening number, "Look Back in Anger", to the 
final echoes of "Fame" that ended the set, it was all 
non-stop Bowie. Leaving characters like All~din Sane and 
Ziggy Stardust behind, Bowie bared bis soul, letting us 
know who he was and what bis music was about. He plowed 
through the two and one-half hour set, mixing old material 
like "Heroes", "Young Americans", and "Station to 
Station", the latter starting off with guitarist Earl 
Slick demonstrating the latest in power chords and feedback, 
(Slick was added to the tour after contractual difficulties 
between Bowie and Stevie Ray Vaughn, the lead guitarist on 
"Let's Dance", forced Vaughn to leave), with newer material, 
"Scary Monsters", "China Girl", and "Modem Love", the 
final encore. 
The one aspect of the show that made it work was, of course, 
Bowie's voice. The tonal range and color of his voice ranged 
from the all-out, heavy rock and roll of the Velvet 
Underground's "White Light, White Heat" (an exceptional 
cover, a highlight as well as a treat), to the highly 
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emotional "Cat People", Bowie was able to put more 
emotion into his songs than Richard Burton could put into 
Shakespeare. Apparently, Bowie's recent stint as an actor, 
taught him to funnel all of bis emotions, concentrate them 
and express them through his voice and material. Yes the 
Bowie cool is back, he may be dressed as impeccably as the 
Thin White Duke, but the Duke is now King, and he's all 
Bowie, just Bowie. 
But the King and bis court. wer~ facing a formidable 
opponent - the Carrier Dome. Somehow, the Dome has a way 
of making the best bands sound as if they were as muffled 
as a car engine's exaust system. This is mostly due to the 
way in which the Dome is built. The canvas roof renects 
sound, but it is a muddy sound, and it tends to obscure the 
true sound of the band, rendering them nondiscemable from 
each other. 
So, the Dome scores a TKO over Bowie the Boxer. So what? 
The Bowie charisma is enough to fill the large space they 
call the Carrier Dome, but charisma alone can not make a 
concert. The inadaquacies of the Dome took more away from 
it than Bowie was capable of putting in, leaving the 
audience somewhat unsatisfied. Could It be that the venues 
have outgrown the events themselves? Perhaps Peter Gabriel, 
late of Genesis, bas the answer: "When things get too big, 
I don't trust them at all/If you want to stay in control, 
you've got to keep it small." 
THI·. 11 11/\C/\N 9 
The Entertainment 
Guide to Ithaca 
10 1111, ITHACAN 
TRIVIA 
by Stephen Tropiano 
II is and probably always will be the most popular sitcom on television.I Love 
Lucycan be seen up to four times a day all over the world. including Kenya, Nigeria 
and Ecuador. in over five languages. The series still receives incredibly high ratings, 
despite the countless times each episode has been repeated. 
How much do you know aboutl Love Lucy?Have you seen every episode? You 
may have if you happened to be watching television on December 24, 1956. On 
that Christmas Eve, an episode of the program which TV Guide describes as "It's 
Christmas and Fred Mertz grudgingly buys a tree for lillle Ricky, then Lucy decides 
to improve on its looks by cutting off branches here and there." The episode was 
never shown again because it apparently wasn't very funny. 
Tal-.c the following test and find out just how much you know about Lucy, Ricky, 
Fred, and Ethel.(Answers next week) 
I. Who is the Recardo's neighbor and babysitter? 
2. What is Ethel Mertz's hometown? 
3. The Ricardos moved out of their New York City apartment to what small New 
England town? 
4. Whose footprints did Lucy and Ethel try to steal out of Grauman·s Chinese Theatre? 
s. What is Ricky Ricardo's theme song? 
6. Lucy became drunk on television while trying to sell what producr? 
7. What is Lucy Ricardo's middle name? 
8. What was the name of the Italian film Lucy wanted to get a part iri (in the class 
grape stomping episode)? 
9. At what nightclub did Ricky Ricardo perform? 
10. What is the Ricardo's New York address? 
DID YOU LOVE 
LUCY? 
A WARM WELCOME AWAITS YOU 
AT 
BETHEL GROVE BiBLE CHURCH 
• Regular Services: 
Sunday School (all Ages) ......... 9:15 A.M. 
Morning Worship .............. 10:30 A.M. 
Evening Service ................. 7:00 P.M. 
Student Bus Schedule: 
Sunday School-
Egbert Union ................... 8:55 A.M. 
Stewart Ave. and State St. ... 8:50 A.M. 
Worship Service-
Egbert Union ................... 9:56A.M. 
Aurora And Buffalo St.. ......... 10:03 A.M. 
College Ave and Dryden Rd ..... 10:13 A.M. 
Bethel Grove Bible Church ..... . 10:20A.M. 
Bethel Grove is a non-denominational, in-
dependant Bible church serving commu~ity 
and campus. 
1763 Slaterville Road 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
277-3333 
Merold Stern, Minister 
Wes Chapman, Ministerial Associate 
Stacey Douglas, Director of Christian Ed. 
Mark Getty, Church Administrator 
"Now this is eternal life: that they may know you, the 
only true God, and Jesus Christ whom you have 
sent." John 17:3 
SCUl<'lllhl'f H, 19t!J 
collegiate crossword 
2 3 4 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 
33 
36 
41 
61 
64 
©Edward Julius, 1983 
49 Map abbreoiation 18 The bottom -
50 Company bigwig 19 0.K. Corral ACROSS 
l Paleozoic, Mesa- (abbr.) participant 
zoic, etc. 51 Alleviate 24 Houses, in 
5 Car accessory 55 Chemi ca 1 ca ta 1 ys t llermos i11 o 
10 Sooiet news agency 59 EDP equipment 25 Reproductive organ 
14 Function (2 wds.) 26 1961 baseball MVP 
15 Parenthetical 61 Subject of the 27 Farmer's concern 
comment movie, "Them" 28 Prefix for mural 
16 Jai - 62 South American 29 Extremely pale 
17 Principle of animal 30 Seashore struc-
economics ( 3 wds.) 63 Home - tu res 
20 Provide evidence 64 Nearly al 1 31 Bril 1 iance of 
21 With 60-Down, house 65 Like some breakfast success 
pet foods 32 Bridle attachment 
22 - val ta (once, 66 Mah-jongg piece 37 Unselfish person 
in music) 39 Astronaut 
23 Suffix for diction DOWN 45 "L'-, c'est moi" 
or honor 46 Prefix for maniac 
24 Promissory note, I Formerly, formerly 47 China's "Great -
e.g. (2 wds.) 2 Debauchee forward" 
33 Ms. Gardner 3 European range 48 Cultured mi 1 k 
34 Sea eagles 4 Deviated - 51 Economist Smith 
35 French resort 5 Traveler on foot 52 --Japanese War 
36 Poet Teasdale 6 British phrase 53 Bilka and York 
38 Novelist Philip and 7 Wrestling maneuoer (abbr.) 
actress Lillian 8 Actor Byrnes, 54 First name 1n jazz 
40 Type of restaurant, et al. 55 Site of 1960 
for short 9 Phone aga 1n 01 ymp i cs 
41 Seed covering 10 1957 movie, "- 56 Toilet case 
42 - school the Bachelor" 57 Ms. Carter 
43 Was a candidate II Winglike parts 56 Subject of Kilmer 
44 EOP personnel 12 - souci poem 
(2 wds.) 13 Beef quantity 60 See 21-Across 
406 College Avenue 
street from Triangle Book Store 
Thursday, September 1 
FREE PLAY DAY! 
Test your skills on the latest 
selection of video and pinball 
for absolutely FREE! 
*POLE POSITION 
*CHEXX HOCKEY 
*MILLIPEDE 
*DAAG"CN' S LAIR - coming 
Play for free TODAY ONLY at Bally's 
Pin Pan Alley - your host for fun and 
excitement 
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Scplt"mber II. l!JIIJ 
No.benho.uer " ( N) 
:'"rd Ho.MU"'SiA, 1 
Septembv.. 9 
8rad . .:ello Hec1to.l, 
..:olene Kessler, 7:30 pm 
!fl 
Septembe~ 11 
faculty Flute Rcc1tul, 
Georgetta Ma1olu, 8:!5 
PM, ( F' I 
~~cturer/ReritaJ -
..);..ren ,;or_t::"'enson, ~ p:r: 
•I') 
Septembe~ 17 
Fa..:L:.lt.1 Soprano T~t•::itul 
t<ir:-...-:i F~lmer, 5. :~. p:-
Theatre/Films 
Septe,nbM 9 
SAB Film Heaven Can Wait, 
,102, 7 & 9:30 pm, 
Admission Cho.r~ed 
Septembei 10 
SAB F1lr.i :ieaven Can i-.'a1t, 
~102, 7 & 9:30 pm, 
Ad.Mission Char;ed 
Septe,nbe i 11 
..:i .... l ;.,· • • ... 4 • 
Char,sed 
Septembe ~ 16 
SAB Film ~arriors, 7102, 
7 & 9: 30 prr., /,Q.':"Jl55l·Y: 
:'har~e i 
Lectures/Seminars 
SepteinbeA 12 
Resume Critique, 1:areer 
Pla~ning, 3:00 - 4 30 pm 
Seµtembvr. 14 
Hes·i,:,-;e ·:r1 t1q..1e, .'&.:ree!'" 
Planning, 5:00 - 7 00 
p,c. 
Septembe"' 15 
~~~~wnt1ng Seniors Pc-
,:•4 ;J. t1:1..::: 'Jrier"~at1oi1, 
;n.~111eLt l~:, -. - l3, p:-r 
Meetings 
Septembv.. 9 
Rosh Hasnannah Se~v1~es, 
':h11pel, 10 Hit 
Sports 
Se ptembe,1 1 O 
2 pr. Ii~: 
3na.obut .:ervices, ·r.,1pe: ! : ,,J r:tr: ~r:~ 
6 p;;; 
Sep-tembe 1 J a 
~at!lol:2 :...Ltur,.:;y, ,:::ir:e.r 
D 1,i t": 
Septembe,1 11 
~·.it.ho~::..· ·-lt .... r-,-,j', :.~.re.! 
• ·'...:. ~) ·l.-7 !t : p': 
,·1t1pe. 1 l!: .):J a:·. 
Se.p-tembe-. 14 
:~·~anizht1o~al Vt:, ~~ 
the ; ... ,cr1c3.r: 1-'.a.rketi~1,-
Septembe,i 1 5 
London Center Ir.:"c?"::.a-
tion M~~., Job Pou~ 
7-B·VJpi:i 
l.,1t:.irF;1co.l ,1..!'ts Guil.::. 
Pellowship, ~h~r,el, 
? . 30 pr.; 
Se.ptembVJ. i o 
~~ol N1dre Services 
Chapel, S:l,5 pr.: 
Shabbat Services, :hape 
6 pr, 
: ' ',.,:..f.jer; IS , "',-'!" ': , 
Orc.:kport. 1: · - ~. · 
'....ei-~Gyne, ... : .-·, ·1..-
hdo ':,,,r.e;. . .". " . 
·.o ... (•, . .:,~~.:;..r,,· ,,,_.,.~ r. : 
:.. :J\.,, .~n ·: i. : ~, •• 
: . ''.t:'f I - i'..!SC'L ••• 
t: : '".!. ' • ~ ... 
Scprcmut•1 1, 
. ' - {' ~ . : .... 
V ! 
:: ... or.er-·~ :L·r:r·:..: ::: . 
~-·o::::-hcst(~!"'. ·. ·; ~x ; 
.i: ',,.o:r.er: 1 ~ :·~ .__,. • • • 1· k1 ·.., 
·,'~. :·ar·tw1ct';, · r, ... 
Sc ptembc-. 15 
'_,~eontu~ : pr 
Sepfrmbe~ 16 
IC Wo-:..c:.' s ..... uC,.;t.. :· • - ' 
Southern r:· ·~ois, : 
(I') 
IC' v-V Soccer- vs. ,..c,ne1_ 
I, pr: (;,) 
I Ill 1111 \( . \:,; II 
Etcelera 
'~ . 
:.:!"'t:'U:t-:"t.-.~~ • 
·;('U~ 1 :t:'r~(.C'(: 
~ s ~ flr..:. ['"" • 
::· 1 ss t ~ r. ·r1 . .1! • ., 
r-7frsiJiiJ/7iiisliiifiiit'~ 
1 ~- t 
HELP WANTED: l'AHT·TIME 
position available for collcgt' 
student to represent ,ravel 
company on carnpus. Earn 
rnmmission. fre<· travrl an(! 
work rxperienre. Con1c1ct: 
Beachcomber Tours. In< . 
1325 Millersport Hgwy. 
Williamsville, :"IY 14221 
716-632·3723 
I arn looking ford 1u1or 111 :-.tan-
d.irin Chuwsc. Ca11·1 pa}· nnwh. 
hut willing 10 ncgolial<'. Call 
Sh,rnnon Kelley al 27 2·!l88h or 
rnrnc hy Howland 314 and 
wc·11 slum hud. Zhongu()(ft• 
mmgLi Ji.io fl.uh !-.~ <1n '.\eng. 
Duo Sr<·. 
§ t 
f ~ l 
§ 
t 
Balloon a Grams.I 
Gorilla Grams, § 
Telegrams too t 
itty Ditty will ~ 
Sing for You! § 
At ANY Time We Arrive! 
CALL: t 
272-479§ § § 
t 
00 
• 'SI r 
~ 
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by Aomn Lc'lbowiw 
At captain Joe·s Reef on 
Sunday night some familar 
picking could be heard on the 
waters of the inlet. 
For some fifteen odd years 
now. the New Riders have 
been playing on the road in 
dubs and as opening acts for 
large shows with bands like 
the Grateful Dead and Willie 
Nelson. 
The band has gone through 
many lineup changes over the 
yP.ars. each one more talented 
than the last. 
The present members arc no 
exception. John Dawson (the 
only original member, is still 
the familar front man on guitar 
and vocals. Alan Kemp, 
formerly with Ricky Nelson's 
Stone Canyon Band and the 
real Garden Party picker. also 
does vocals and shares lead 
guitar with Rusty Gauthier. 
Rustv also plays fiddle and lap 
steei guitar. on bass- is Mike 
White, formerly with Peter 
Howan. and generating the 
beat behind it all is Val 
Fuentes. who was the original 
drummer with What a Beautiful 
Day. 
The Riders took the stage at 
,.,_45 and opened the show 
with an old favorite "Henry". 
Along with other familar tunes 
were some new songs, "Crazy 
Little Girl" and "Everytime I 
Hear Your Voice". 
The band even did a song 
S<•pu·mb!'r 8, 1983 
Risky Business 
Rates ''A'' 
Success 
by Stephen Tropiano . . . . 
A 17-year-old describes his fantasy. He 1s invited mto a 
shower by a voluptuous woman. who asks him to wash h~r 
back. As he enters the shower, the student becomes lost m 
a roomful of steam. The scene switches to a classroom. The 
student runs in and discovers that he is three hours late for 
his college board test. Panic sets in... _ _ . 
That's how Paul Brickman's RISKY BUSINESS begins the 
story of a high school senior named Joel wh~ discove:s that 
anything and everything can go wrong when his parents leave 
him alone with the house and a Porsche in the garage. ~ISKY 
BUSINESS can easily be set apart from what see~~ l_1ke ~n 
endless number of let's-be-mindless-and-lose-our-vir~m1ty p1? 
tures. such as PORK Y'S II and PRIVATE SCH?<JL.. Bn~kman S 
tale of a teenager with sex and college on his mmd 1s a _fun-
ny, slickly made comedy and unlike the other t~enage_f1lms 
of the summer. RISKY BUSINESS assumes that its audience 
is halfway intelligent,.so the characters are fo_r the mos~ part 
realistic and the situations which result don't milk the audience 
for laughs. . 
With his parents away for the week. J?el (Tom Cru1s~) h~ 
no trouble dealing with freedom. He drinks Scotch with his 
dinner, performs a living room concert in his u~de_rwear to 
the film's soundtrack by Tangerine Dream, and mv1t~s ov~r 
a girl named Lana (Rebecca de Mornay), who. for a pnce. will 
initiate Joel into manhood. Fortunately, the central focus of 
the film is on the events which follow. The film continues at 
a steady pace with a series of escapades that revolve around 
the retrieval of his mother's coveted, ceramic egg and the 
maintenance of his father's Porsche. To give any more details 
would simply ruin the film's many surprises. 
The performances are first-rate. especially Tom Cruise as 
Joel. He is a natural as the teenager who goes from introvert 
to extrovert in a week's time. Cruise portrays Joel with an 
easiness that is characteristic of today's new breed of young 
actors. such as Sean Penn anti Timothy Hutton. who inciden-
tally both appeared with Cruise in the film TAPS. As Lana. 
Rebecca de Mornay is more beauty than talent. though she 
nicely compliments Cruise·s naiveness. Nicholas Pryor and 
Janet Carroll are fine as the suspicious yet understanding 
parents. Dire('tor Brickman keeps the film and the laughs go-
ing at a steady pace and the photography is clean and fresh. 
a far cry from those other B teenage films. 
One could probably find a message about responsibility in 
the film, but Brickman doesn't overextend himself to make 
any one point. He does. however. prove and disprove the 
film's three word philosophy (which can't be printed) in more 
ways than one. Sometimes you just have to give a care. But 
as Brickman suggests. at least you can have a good time do-
ing it. 
Make your 
room an 
Oasis: 
• Tropkul Plunl!-> 
111d11d1111,.! 1111c~ l11r l11\\-l1gh1 <1I,a.., 
• Frc-.h. Silk & Dried Flo\\ er-. 
• Hundred!-> of Bu!>kct!-t 
• \'dck::r Chuir!-t. Tabk!>. llcudhourd!-,, _. 
Humpcn, al ailorclahk pnc·c·.., 
• :\111tchstlck Blind!-, 
0 Stra" I< u~!-> 
• ~lu~!> • ~lirron, 
• Pillow.., THE 
PLANTATION 
• 
114IthacaCommons•273-7231 
Thurs., Fri. till 9 p.m.•Sund~y 11-4 
.---------------, I Plan1 or I 
I FREE! Sweetheart I 
I Rose I 1 with any 85.00 I 
I purchase I 
: Coupon must be I 
1 presented I 
t Expin:s !1/5 I 
familar to Dead Heads (who '--.~-:S~-iil~:-ill-ii_i°i_:;i_;:l~-;:~~-iiil-iii_ill_iiii_iil:_:l:l:_;~-iil-iil_:li_i1i_:l:l:_:l:l:~-:lii-:::::-iiii~~-i1i-i1i_ii_iil:_i\ii_~~~~~-:l:l:-:l:l:_iiii_iii_ii°l_ii'l~~-iiil-~-;-iii_iiil_iil:_ili~-ii~-;-;;~-::;~-=-;-iii-:li:~~~-;-;-;~~-ili-S~:·i-were quite apparent by their t· _ _ _ __ 
shirts and howls in a crowd of 
about 100) "Friend of the T.HIS WEEK 
L--------~------J 
Devil", which was originally AT THE DRY DOCK p nned by Dawson, Jerry Gar-
ciaand Robert Hunter. 
After the band took a break 
they returned with many old 
favorites with new twists, such 
as "Lousiana Lady" and "Sut-
ter's Mill". To end the set they 
did everybody's favorite 
- t',mama Red". followed by 
the well-known encore written 
by Mick Jagger and Keith 
Richards. "Dead Flowers". 
The opening act on the bill 
was another foot stomping 
band from Binghamton. The 
Rubber Band. Keep your ears 
open for this band to return to 
Ithaca if you have happy feet. 
Also, listen for their new record 
~--Homewrecker Blues". 
Look for more quality Jive 
entertainment in the future at 
captain Joe's, including Hot 
Tuna on OCtober 11th. 
Hours Mon-Sat 
11:00pm-1:00am 
Sunday 5:00pm-1:00am 
AFTERNOON 
DELIGHT 
Mixed Drinks $.SO 2-3 
Mon.-Sat. 
8 TONIGHT 9 10 
HEADIN 
SOUTH 
Southern 
Rock 
ss night with SPECT-
STERO X RUM 
130.V.'s 
3/$1 
incredible in-
flation 
busting price 
1
1 
9-12 
new wave 
rock 'n' roll 
from 
Cortland 
lSTHE 
WHIZZ 
KIDS 
One of Cen-
tral New 
York's Best 
Rock Bands 
Happy Hour 
3-7 Mon.-Sat. 
$.50 Drafts $1 Bar 
Drinks $1 Bottled Beer 
dance 
rock'n'roll 
16 THE 17 
CHOICE ss an drinks 
Ithaca's 
choice for 
complimentary 
D.J. Chris 
New Wave Chase will spin tonight ·" 
Dancing 
KILL-A-KEG 
$1 All Beer 
Compli~entary 
f 
., 
9 
I 
':..1 .. ,., 
-f 
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BRING BACKBEA VER 
So begins "Cries and Beavers", just one of the twenty-five script treatments included in 
THE BEAVER PAPERS:The Story of the "Lost season", which will be published by crown 
Publishers, Inc., on September 12. 1983, the anniversary of the last episode of "Leave it 
to Beaver." 
Authors Will Jacobs and Gerard Jones tell the story of the sumrncr of 1963, the summer 
when the network was threatening to cancel "Leave it to Beaver." Famous writers from 
all over the world rallied together and submitted scripts, hoping to save the show. 
From Jack Kerouac came "Dharma Beaver": Tennessee Williarns sent in "Beaver on a 
Hot Tin Roof"; "A Clean· Well-Lighted Beaver" was presented by Ernest Hemingway's 
widow: Swedish film director Ingmar Bergman came up '!Vilh a treatment called "Cries and 
Heavers"; and Max Brod adapted Franz Kafka's "Beavermorphosis" for the series. 
· 'Theodore Cleaver awakes one morning to find he has become a giant beaver. Young Wally 
awakrns. ~ him, and says. 'Gee Beav. I always knew you were a goof but I didn't know 
you were that big a goof. Boy oh boy, wait'II Dad~ this.· Theodore slaps his tail on the 
sheets m protest." 
--from "Beavermorphosis. Franz Kafka. adapted by Max Brod 
The ti'rainchild of Will Jacobs and Gerard Jones, two guys ·who "grew up with the Heav". 
THE BEAVER PAPERS is a parody of such great writers as Fyodor Dostoevski ("The Brothers 
Cleaver"}, Samuel Beckett ("Waiting for Wally"}, William Saroyan ("The Human Beaver"}. 
and others, as well as a spoof of America's favorite family, the Cleavers. 
THE BEA VER PAPERS dares to answer the questions: What if Rod Serling had written 
and directed an episode of "Leave it to Beaver"? (The answer: we'd be watching "The 
Beaver Zone".} What if Nietsche had chosen Beaver Cleaver instead of zarathustra? (We'd 
have "Thus Spoke Beaver"). Or what if William Faulkner had placed his characters in Mayfield 
instead of Yoknapatapha County? (We'd be reading "The Beaver and the Fury"}. 
Beaver-mania is sweeping the country. There are over one hundred active Beaver Fan 
Clubs in existence today. Every day "Leave it to Beaver" is seen in syndication on over 
seventy-five television stations nationwide. And last spring CBS reunited the cast of "Leave 
it to Beaver" in a television movie entitled "Still the Beaver." 
When Jacobs and Jones sat down in May, 1981, to write THE BEA VER PAPERS, they had 
no idea that the Beaver cult would soon be so widespread. 
"The book materialized out of watching the Beaver every day before we went to work," 
remarked the authors in a recent conversation. "We wrote the first few treatments for our 
own amusement. We wanted to know where Mayfield was. and we came up with "Dhar-
ma Beaver." After a while. we began to see Beaver as part of the American psyche-
representing life as it should have been, not necessarily as how it was." 
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Jhe I.C. Investment Cini 
Invites You To Play 
''The Game" 
Watch for Details! 
•Albany,NY 
•Connecticut 
, Gerden Clly, U 
, Huntington, NY 
•l!haca,l.-v 
• Manhattan 
• Central II, North 
New.MrSey 
·W-1"' 
For a Ima broehura and an 1nv1taUon to a free sample 
class covering tho LSAT/GMAT c,cams and the Law School, 
Grach.1:ste Business School odm1SSJOn procoS5. 
,call collect: (516) 481 • 4034 orWltte: 
Adelplll Unlnrslty PreDW111011 CGuna 
enter for C..er Ud UfalD91 l.elllllll 
' ... -:..blllt Aft1111, WlstHez•IIMI. IY1'1552 
.... nc:ooperafiOOWlffiThelil!lolwClnlottor~TIS1mO,lnc 
GUARANTEE: Score 1n tne tor, 25°, 
or take the next coun,E FREE 6NI.III 
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sunday,Scpt.11 
David Arnay& Harry Aceto.Ap-
ple Blossom Cafe (Brunch) 
Bernie Milton. Captain Joe·s 
Reef 
Myra Kovary, Gazebo Brunch 
Peggy Haine and the Low 
Down Alligator Jazz Band, 
Plums Brunch 
Larry Watson and the Michael 
Stewart Trio, Plums 
Pirates, Rongovian Embassy 
Monday, Sept. 12 
David Arnay, Gazebo 
T.J. and Fisheads. Micawber's 
Jeff Dowd, Plums 
Tuesday, Sept. 13 
Peggy Haine and Ed Murray, 
Apple blossom care 
John Russo, captain Joe·s Reef 
John Chapman, Gazebo 
Peter Calo, Haunt 
Lisabeth Trombla, Micawber's 
Wednesday, Sept. 14 
Four O'clock Collection, Cap-
tain Joe's Reef 
David Borden, Gazebo 
Solaris .r.izz Quartet, Gazebo 
Bernie Milton, Plums 
Buzzy Linhart, Rongovian 
Embassy 
FILMS 
Downtown 
Hiskey Business, State 
Theatre 7 &9: 15 
Sat. and Sun. matinee 1:30 
Mr. Mom, State Theatre 7&9 
Sat. and Sun. matinee 1:00 
(starts Friday) 
Easy Money, Trlphammer 
7:30 & 9:30 
Sat. and Sun. matinee 2:00 
War Games, Triphammer 
7&9:30 
Sat. and Sun. matinee 1:30 
Rashdance, Pyramid Friday 
1:30 
7&9:45p.m. Sat. thru Mon-
day .1:30, 
4:30, 7:00 & 9:45 Tues. 
and Thursday 
9:45 
Vacation , Pyramid Wednes-
day and Thursday 
1:00, 6:45 &9:45, Friday, 
1: 15, 6:45 &9:45 
Sat and Monday 1: 15, 4: 15, 
6:45&9:45 
Tues. and Thurs. 6:45 & 
9:45 
Raiders of the Lost Ark, 
Pyramid, Fri. 12:45 
6:30 & 9:45, Sat. and Mon. 
12:45, 3:45. 6:30 
9:15, Tues. and Thurs. 6:15 
&9:30 
The Man Who Fell to Earth , 
Pyramid, 
Fri: 1:00, 6:45, 9:30, Sat. 
and Mon. 
1:00, 4:00, 6:45 & 9.30 
Tues. and Thurs. 6:45 &. 
9:30 
Thursday ,Sept .8 
Tokyo, Capt. Joe's 
Drongos.The Haunt 
Stereo X,Kelly·s Drydock 
Blue Monday, The Nines 
Friday, Sept.9 
Orlean's,Capt.Joe·s Reef 
Desperado.Gazebo 
El Derado,Ground Round 
Drongos, The Haunt 
Spectrum.Kelly's Drydock 
Larry Watson. Nickelodeon 
Non-Bondage.The Nines 
Tut.Richford Hotel 
Sloe & Easy, Tweitmann's 
Saturday ,Sept.lo 
Bum's Sisters.Capt. Joe's Reef 
Desperado.Gazebo 
El Derado,Ground Round 
Heading South.Kelly's Drydock 
SCplember s. 1983 
Get down to business faster. 
With the BA-35. 
If there's one thing business calculations, amortizations A powerful combination. 
students have always needed, and balloon payments. Think business. With 
this is it: an affordable, busi- The BA-35 means you the BA-35 Student •• 
ness-oriented calculator. spend less time calculating, Business Analyst. •• 
The Texas Instruments and more time learning. One 
BA-35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place 
Analyst. of many. 
Its built-m business The calculator is just part 
formulas let you perform of the package. You also get 
complicated finance, a book that follows most 
accounting and statistical business courses: the Business 
functions - the ones that Analyst Guidebook. Business 
usu'ally require a lot of time professors helped us write it, 
and a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out 
like present and future value of calculator and classroom. 
Cl 1983 Tc:us Instruments 
TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
Creating useful products 
and ser:vices for you. 
september 8. 1983 
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SUNDAY 
SEPT. 11th 
10:00 A.I. TO 6:00 P .I. 
JGS INC., HAS REPOSSESSED A LIMITED 
QUANTITY OF PIONEER COMPONENT, 
4-WAY SPEAKERS WITH A. 12" WOOFER 
AND 100-WATT CAPACITY, 
WHICH ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR '738 A PR. 
J.V.C. TECHIICS 1161 
THE ITHACAN 15 
PIONEER 
INDASH AM/FM CASSETTE-RADIO ......... $39,0D SPECIAL! ! ! 40-PIECE SOCKET SET ........... $4,95 
CRAIG HIGH POWER DECK ............... $129,00 2-TON COME ALONG .................... $14,00 
100-WATT BOOSTER/5 BAND EQUALIZER ... $49,00 'I I-PIECE.WRENCH SET .................... $11.00 
CAR SPEAKERS ........... STARTING AT ..• $8,9& FOOT PUMPS ............................ S6,00 
6x9 CAR SPEAKERS ...................... $29,00 5-PIECE MECHANICS PLIERS ............... $13,00 
50-WAn BOOSTER •.••.................. $19,00 5-PIECE JEWELER SCREWDRIVERS ........... $1.50 
- FM CONVERTERS ........................ $13,00 7-PIECE NUTORIVER KIT ... : ................ $3.00 
TECHNICS 20-WATT RECEIVER ............ $139,00 10-PIECE SCREWDRIVER SET ................ S6,00 
TECHNICS TURNTABlES . • • . . . . . . • FROM .•• 'll,00 BACKGAMMON GAMES .................. $12,00 
HOME EQUALIZERS •..•........ FROM ...• $&9.00 HAIR DRYERS ............................ sa.oo 
AKAi TURNTABLE ........................ $11,00 STEREO r ,\LK-ABOUTS ......... FROM ... $12.00 
HOME SPEAKERS .... STARTING AT •.• (EA.)$21,60 PHONES: ............... STARTING AT ... $19,00 
STEREO HEADPHONES •••......•. FROM ... $1,00 CUTLERY AND FLATWARE SETS ... FROM ... $19,00 
TDK 90-MINUTE TAPES •.•....••.•.••.....• $2,97 MAXELL 90 MINUTE TAPES •................ $3,29 
HOME CASSETTE DECKS .. STARTING AT ... $79.00 AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!!! 
MORE CAR STEREOS THAN EVER BEFORE! ! ~~~§§ 
• FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES • ALL MERCHANDISE FACTORY FRESH 
• ITHACA RAMADA INN 222 South Cayuga St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
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lTHE ITHACANISPORTS 
BOMBERS OPEN 
WITH ALBANY 
by Doug Clauson 
Experience and enthw,iasm 
are the two words that best 
dcscribt' the 1983 edition of tht> 
Ithaca College football team. 
Head Coach .Jim Butterfield 
welcomes bark nineteen 
starters. including all II on 
defense from the 1982 squad. 
I-lopes are high on improving 
last year"s 6-4 recorcl and for 
achieving a 13th straight winn-
ing season. 
they ran do." 
l.,L<;t year the Bombers got 
off to a very slow start (1-3, 
after four games). but bounced 
back to win five of their last six 
games. 
"Last season was one of the 
most frustrating. yet one of the 
most satisfying seasons I've 
been through as a coach." 
say~ Butterfield. "Things could 
vrry easily have fallen apart 
after we started slowly." 
"We are a veteran squad thLo;; 
year, at least on paper," says 
Butterfield. "We haw veterans 
at every position and we (the 
coaching staff) feel pretty good 
about who they are and what 
This season the Bombers 
hope to get off to a much 
quicker start beginning this 
Saturday against Albany State. 
Albany has defeated Ithaca the 
past two years including a 30-7 
defeat last year. 
ON THE MOVE: Quarterback Kurt DeLuca heads towards a first down agaill$f Hudson 
Valley durin2 last week's scrimmage. DeLuca will call the signals this Saturday as the 
Bombers host Albany State. · 
WOMEN'S 
TENNIS 
OUTLOOK 
"Last year against Albany, 
we didn't do the things we do 
best," says Butterfield. "This 
year we're better prepared to 
play. The only thing on our 
mind is the game we have to 
FIELD HOCKEY SET 
TO DEFEND TITLE 
play on September 10th." 
Enthusiasm on the team has by Maureen Robinson 
by Scott Kaye been great according to cap- The women's varsity field 
After a good year last season tains Mike Moreau and Dave hockey team. led by coach 
the Ithaca College women's Stone. Doris Kostrinsky, is looking for-
Tennis team is looking forward "Enthusiasm has been big ward to another winning 
to getting this season off to a throughout pre-season," says season and a chance to defend 
great start. The team is coach- Stone. "All the seniors have its Division Ill National cham-
ed by Iris carnell who is retur- shown a great deal of pionship title. 
ning as head coach for her leadership." According to Kostrinsky, the 
fourteenth season. carnell has "We have much more inten- team has a combination of 
had a very successful record sity compared to last year. favorable conditions working 
with the Lady Bombers, with Everyone is thinking about on- for it. Although Cathy Foto, the 
an overall record of 69-29-1 ly one thing right now- all-time record holder in Ithaca 
(.702 winning percentage). She Albany," adds Moreau. field hockey for total points, 
will be joined at the helm by Whenever IC and Albany get assists, and goals in career. 
assistant coach quole together ii makes for a great Mary Klecha, two time All-
Demetre, who was formerly day of football. This saturday's American member, Diane 
assistant roach at Albany State contest shouldn't be an excep- Rapp, all-regional member. 
and Cortland. Together they continued on p./7 Patty Brady and Liz Parry have 
are both excited to get this :;;:11========================:;;11 
seasonunderwayandimprove A IDil I.Qi nzr-r;,s 
on last years 5-5 record. Accor- 1 Y .l.l::Jl Y .l j ft .CJ', 
ding tocarnell, "Last year was · 
a very good year, however, a 
lot of matches that we felt we 
could have won, were either 
rained out or snowed out. This 
would have made a big dif-
ference in our record, and 
would have been more in-
dicative of the type of season 
we had." 
The Lady Bombers were 
very successful In last years 
post season play. In the 
Eastern Tennis Association ln-
t e rcollegiate Tournement, 
which includes schools from 
all divisions in the northeast, 
except in New England, they 
finished forth out of thirty one 
schools. Some of the schools 
finishing above Ithaca COilege 
were Penn State, COigate, and 
Cornell, all division one 
schools. The Lady Bombers 
also finished third in the state 
tourney, that was made up of 
division one and two schools. 
continued on p.19 
AU AMERICAN: Mary Klecha, an All American of 
a year ago has graduated,but this years Field Hockey 
Team_ should still have a great year. See story at right. 
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graduated, Kostrinsky believes year at the end of the season, 
the team will be able to fill the Colleen McDonald, and 
gaps. Heather Doyle. On the front line 
Already competition for posi- the team has returning starters 
lions on the team has been Linda Amuso playing left wing, 
very fierce. Kostrinsky will be Tracey Moyer at left inner, and 
looking for Karen Howarth to Lisa Clarke at right wing. Other 
continue as goalie. Howarth, a players include juniors Eileen 
sophomore, wat out a senior Bearisto, Raeann Winkler. 
last year for the goal position. Maureen Brady and Janet Ep- . 
Her poise and technique are pinger, sophomores Mary Jane 
both termed "excellent" by Boyle, Lisa Dixon, Maureen 
Kostrinsky. Horn, Leila Kime, Jennifer 
On defense the team has Powers, and Peg Radkiewicz, 
Claire Lamont, one of the tri- and Freshmen Trudi Barton, 
captains and a returning senior. caroline Bowater. Elizabeth 
playing the sweep position. La- Harding, Julie Hart, Beth La-
mont started as a sophomore moot, Rebecca Lapham. 
and made All-Tournament at Mildred Piscopo, Darlene 
the Nationals. Unger, and Kathy Volpi. · 
''She has excellent Kostrinsky expects that players 
understanding of the position will be moving back and forth 
and can maintain control of the between jayvee and varsity 
defensive unit," Kostrinsky during the season. 
said. In observing the girls during $. 
Heather Doyle, a returning practice Kostrinsky finds sh~ is 
starter, might be playing left "pleased with their progress. 
halfback, but Kostrinsky is con- All players are working hard." ·" 
templating moving her to a link They have shown excellent 
position, so it is probable thatr speed in the practices, and 
the team will be playing with Kostrinsky has found this to be 
three new halfbacks. typical of the Ithaca field 
At link position, Kostrinsky is hockey teams. They have 
trying to fill the void left by one demonstrated good stickwork, 
of "the strongest link combina- but their passing ability needs 
tions (Rapp and Klecha) in all work. As an explanation for 
teams" she has seen. One of this, Kostrinsky said that the 
the links will be "admirably" new players need to learn how 
filled by Barbara Wachowiak. to respond and anticipate the 
A junior who had a little ex- actions of their teammates. 
perience last year as a starter Kostrinsky believes that a 
at halfback and some at link. major contributing factor for 
According to Kostrinsky, the continued success of the 
Wachowiak is "an excellent team will be the highly com-
penalty stroker•: who last year petitive schedule it has this 
at the finals put' in the_ final year. The girls will face six new 
strolce that won the champion- teams tl)is year, one of which 
ship. Vying for the other link is Division I team Ohio State at 
position are Jane DeGrenier, the James Madison lnvita-
who played very strong last continued 
-----~--~~--------------
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SOCCER GOES FOR 
by Ivan Gottesfeld 
Most teams and coaches at 
any level would be happy 
finishing a season above .soo 
and capturing their league title, 
but not the Ithaca College 
Men's Soccer Team. Last 
season with a relatively young 
squad, The Bombers finished 
8-5-1 (overall) and captured the 
I.C.A.C. title for the third time 
in four years. Yet. Head Coach 
Hay Hostan will be the first to 
c1dmit that the entire season 
was a learning experience. 
"Last year's mark was our 
worst in two years," he says. 
"We lost some games that we 
shouldn't have lost. particular-
ly to Oswego, who we lost to 
for the first time ever. .. 
Since August 24th Coach 
Rosian has assembled his 
veterans. and blue-chip 
freshmen. gearing them 
towards Saturday's season 
opener (at Hobart). and their 
quest for an N.C.A.A. berth. 
ICAC TITLE 
"We've never lost to Hobart. 
bur they keep improving every 
season. They've been 
recruiting well the past kw 
years. I can really see them 
playing the role of spoilers this 
season."' states Rosian. 
It's no secret to the coach or 
any Bomber soccer fans. that 
if the Bombers are to be 
upended this year it will be by 
a very fin<:> team. On paper th(' 
Bombers arc loaded with talent 
and experience. but until they 
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perform on the field. things still 
remai'n somewhat of a ques-
tion mark. 
Their forwar<b and srnring 
punch will be led by by Hill 
Bonsu. Last season Bonsu lcct 
the team with eight goals 118 
points) and was votccl wam 
M.\".P. "Bill has good skills and 
the ability 10 be an ,\11-
Amencan. "~ays Hostan "He 
will undoubteclly carry a~,irgt· 
portion of our scoring t)Urdcn. ·· 
Tc,uning with Bonsu upfront 
will be fr<'shmen Georg<' Bian-
ni ancl Tom Duswalt. Both 
came from accre<litcd high 
school~. 
The defense ancl rrndfield 
will be lark111g superstars. but 
Coach Hostan fl'els he J1as 
enough talented playns to do 
the job. The defense will he 
anchored by last years defen-
sive M.V.I'. Dave Gr<:>en as well 
as third year junior playtr Jeff 
Neumann. :\ccordmg to 
Rostan,"to do the job defen-
sively, we must remain in 
good shape. use our in-
telligence and work together." 
To be a successful soccer 
team you must hav!' top notch 
goal tending. In junior Doug 
Weitzel the Bombers have Just 
tt1a1. Weitzel. who as a 
freshman tied the lthacd Col-
leg<' consccutiw game shutout 
strt·ak with five. 1s in his final 
vear of eligibility. Ht· 1~ t·x-
pcrn·d to shut the <ioor on LC 
opponents onn· .igam thi~ 
s,~uson. If W<·itzt>I can pcrfom1· 
as he ho~ in the pc1~1. ,H1 
:-,.;.c.:\.,\. hid for the Bomlwr~ 
~ct·ms rcalii,t1c. 
Th<· Bomber sd1cclult· will tw 
as tough as t·vt·r. with H.I.T .. 
Binghamton. St I .awrt·nn·. 
ond Syracw,t· pro\"l(ilng tht· 
lllggest t!'sts. The kn portion 
of tlw schedule will rnmc rrnd-
way through the ~eason. wt1!'n 
the Bombers will pl,1y :; of <i 
garn<:>s on the road. if tlwy can 
stay healthy. work togctlwr. 
and survin: th!' rough 
schedule. .-\n N.C.:\.:\. hid 
could be the light at the end of 
the tunnel for coach Hostan 
and his squad. 
··---,~~-
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BILLY: Bill Bonsu is a key player for the 
Bombers this season. WOMEN'S SOCCER 
OPENS SEPT. 10th continued from p.16 
tion as Albany has returned IS 
starters from last year's squad. 
"They know we want this 
game bad," says nose guard 
Bill Sheerin. "We're going to 
have to come out and take 
control early with aggressive 
play. The guys know this is a 
very important game and 
we're more ready for it than 
we were last year." 
Here's a pre-game look at the 
Bombers by position: 
Offensive Backfield 
Ithaca received a blow when 
fullback Moreau suffered a 
knee injury during practice 
twelve days ago. The injury 
was diagnosed as a torn 
cruciate ligament. Moreau will 
miss this Saturday's game but 
shoulct return to action next 
week against St. Lawrence. 
Taking Moreau·s place against 
Albany will be Gino Van vort. 
van Vort will team with 
sophomore Howard Horton, 
who had an outstanding year 
on the JV squad last year. 
"Van Vort is a good football 
player and runs inside very 
well," says Butterfield. "Horton 
is very competitive, and very 
durable. He has good speed on 
the outside." 
Senior Joe Sirianni shguld 
see a considerable amount of talented. Starters Pete Savage, 
action this year especially on Marty Griffith, and Scott 
passing downs. Junior Scott Wallace return from 1982. They 
Clements will also add depth are joined by center Dan Geen 
when he returns from an ankle and tackle Eric Kvalvik. Senior 
miury. Greg Maroun. junior Joe 
At quarterback the Bombers DeBellis and sophomore Rich 
are very strong with the duo of Wageman should all see action 
Kurt Deluca and Jeff Flanders. on the line. 
DeLuca was recently named Defensive Line 
the starter but Butterfield says The defensive line is one 
both will play. area that the Bombers are very 
"Deluca makes things hap- strong but not deep. Starters 
pen on the field," says Butter- Gerry Stryker, Bill Sheerin, and 
field. "He's very quick and has Dave Trojanski all return from 
good speed.·· an outstanding season in 1982. 
"Flanders is very steady. Sheerin was an All-American 
He's not as quick as Kurt, but selection Jast year and anchors 
throws the ball very well. Both the line at noseguard. 
will play on Saturday." adds "Our goal against Albany on 
Butterfield. Saturday will be to drive their 
Receivers offensive line into the 
The receiving crew under backfield," says Sheerin. "We 
new coach Dan MacNeill is have to out-hit them and stay 
very talented. Returners aggressive throughout the 
George Mack and Kevin Finn contest." 
shared the lead for receptions Linebacker 
last year with 20. Starting tight Ithaca has its greatest depth 
end Jeff Lacey also returns for at linebacker. All four starters 
another year. Senior Steve return from last year including 
Kieffer will split duty with Mack All-American Dave Stone. 
at wide out, while sophomore Stone anchored the defense 
tight end Craig Chiesa and last year from his outside 
freshman receiver Jim Lynch linebacker position and Butter-
will also see action. field expects great things from 
Offensive Line his this year. 
The best words to describe "Dave Stone is a tremendous 
the offensive line is big and continued on p. 18 
by Debbie Dimaggio 
Using basic technique with advanced methods of coaching 
third year Women's Soccer Coach Linda Buettner is striving 
to build a championship team. 
The Lady Bombers head into their third season of soccer 
under the direction of Buettner. In these three years. the 
Bombers have achieved an 18-11-1 overall record, and were 
ranked 13th in the NCAA poll last season. 
Forty five girls turned out to compete in preseason workouts 
during late August. Of the 45 competitors. 23 were selected 
for the team. Coach Buettner is impressed by some of the 
outstanding abilities of such newcomers as Texas transfer 
sophomore, Terry Costano as well as freshmen Maureen 
Nolan, Terry Cilento and Sue Chermek. 
Coach Buettner feels that the newcomers have "filled the 
depth and talent of our program." Buettner went on to say, 
"last year I felt that I had eight or nine strong players;this year 
I feel very confident with about 18." 
Buettner says the players to watch on defense are 
sophomore Laura Slagle, second year goalie, senior fullback 
Cheri Goetcheus, sophomore halfback Amy Denicore and 
sophomore fullback Lynn Banaszewski. on offense. key per-
formers should be junior forward Betsy Personuis, third year 
starter, senior Janet Wright, freshman striker Maureen Nolan 
and third year veteran Leslie Murphy." 
When asked to describe the general attitude of the team. 
Coach Buettner replied, "Outstanding. These girls have 
outstanding attitudes and I feel they have the attitudes to be 
champions!" Third year captain Janet Wright descnbed the 
team as being "anxious and ready to go." Said Wright. "the 
overall fitness of the team needs a little work. but it will 
come." Wright finds this years squad "a quiet qroup with a 
lot of energy and definitely tremendous talent." 
continued on p. 18 
BOMBERS FOOTBALL 
WICB-TV,. CHANNEL 13 
Ithaca College vs. Albany State 
Saturday~ September 10th8:00pm 
with Kurt Smutko, Steve Mayer, Mike Catalana 
18 THE ITHACAN 
FALL BASEBALL TALENTED 
by Sue Steiger pressure and can concentrate Dasch returns at shortstop, 
After suffering a heartbreak- on improving their play. while David Murray takes over 
ing Northeast Regional final The Bombers will play four second for the graduated Ed 
game loss to Eastern Connec- doubleheaders against a tradi- Sands. Frank Potochney takes 
ticut last spring, coach tionally tough Division II oppo- over first from Paul Serino and 
Valesente and the baseball nent. LeMoyne College. Lou Barbato will battle John 
squad have already started to "I tried to schedule the fall Cole for the starting spot at the 
improve upon last spring·s fine season against tougher op- hot corner. 
season.° Coach Valescnte ponents in both Division I and In the outfield, all three 
welcomed back six starters II as the schedule reflects." starters return from last year's 
from last year's 26-5 squad as During the fall season. playoff squad. Tim Barone will 
practice for the fall season valesente expects certain once again be in right field, 
began last week. things from all his players. while Mike Kelleher returns to 
The main advantage of hav- "I expect the players to be left. Starting centerfielder Kurt 
ing a fall season is the added competitive and to work on im- Deluca is currently quarter-
playing and practice time proving their strengths and backing the football team. so 
available in September and Oc- weaknesses." says Valesente. Greg Kidd will fill in during the 
tober. Due to delays in the "I want them to play to win fall. 
spring season. because of io- and to conduct themselves on Catching is once again a 
climate weather here in Ithaca. the field in the same manner as strong area for Ithaca. as Greg 
proper practice time is they would in the spring, with Egan and Duncan McDonald 
diminished and scheduling good team habits." return behind the plate. 
problems arise. Valesente expects more Graduation took its toll on 
Coach Valesente has the op- from his returners during the Ithaca's pitching staff as Dave 
portunity during the fall to take fall season. Axenfeld and Keith Meyer 
a good look at newcomers as "Leadership. dedication and were lost. However. Valesente 
well as returning players. Ac- honesty are the major qaulities has brought in several 
cording to Valesente, it is one I look for from the returning newcomers to go along with a 
of the most valuable tools that players. Their decisions should fine group of returning pitchers. 
he has and he wouldn't have be based on the welfare and Rocky DiPonzio, Chris Rauth 
a baseball program without a benefit of the team and not on and Doug Luke return to the 
fall season. the individual." starting rotation, while Dan 
The fall schedule is void of This year's squad is loaded Lucas is back in the bullpen. JV 
playoffs. Consequently, the with talent across the dia- players Scott Hersey and Steve 
team is playing under less mond. In the infield. Dave Guinan and recruits Jamie 
-----'---"'--------------------.Cangemi and Steve Liv-
continued from p. 17 ingstone will add depth to the 
pitching staff. 
athle!e. He's outsta~ding on position. SID All-American Roy Aside from Cangemi and Liv-
special teams and 1s an ex- Anderson anchors the secon- ingstone valesente has also 
cellent leader." says d~~ ~t strong safety. added freshman shortstop 
Butterfield. I thmk our defensive secon- Paul cashman and utility in-
Joinin~ Stone at linebacker d~ry is imp~?ved as a whole fielder TJ Jamba. This depth 
are leadmg !ackler of last year ~~1s season, says Anderson. should help the Bombers dur-
Gerry ~rb~ and John ~d- We are more together a~? ing the fall and spring sesaons. 
wards inside. and Mike know our coverages better. The Bombers will open up 
Bontempo outside .. Bontempo Joining Anderson will be cor- this Sunday with a 
led the Bombers m q~arter- ner~acks Bob Gneo and James doubleheader at Utica College. 
back sacks last year wnh 15. Rosm. 
Adding depth to the lineback- "Gneo has been very im-
ing crew are Tom McNeely, pressive during the pre-season 
Tom Griffin and Rob Johnson. as has Rosin." says Butterfield. 
Defensive Secondary "Rosin gets to the ball very 
The defensive secondary is well." 
another area which the Rounding out the secondary 
Bombers are deep at every is free safety Dan Welkley. 
"Gridiron Report" 
Saturda~ 7:30pm 
"Pre-season show" 
with Steve Mayer. 
Football At Its Best 
' 
& GRIDIRON REPORT:. 
~LiW 
With Head Coach Jim Butterfield 
Sunday Nights at 1 O:OOpm on WICB-TV 13 
_.:~.--~ ~··:_ '',I Sponsor&, 
· · ,:,eraa~lle Food Management Services Inc., The Printer's 
· Gallery, Dryden Specialty Trophy, Pudgles Pizza, j. 
Goulds College Outfitters, Ithaca Composition 
Graphics, The Ithacan, The Ithaca Times, irv Lewis, 
Cullen's Sporting Goods, Bausch & Lomb. 
September s. 1983 
continued from p. 17 
Buettner is very pleased with this years schedule. The 
games to watch this season will be southern Illinois, a Divi-
sion I school, as well as St. John Fisher. COrtland State, 
Rochester, and Hartwick, whom we haven't beaten." 
As tar as getting the team ready, Buettner says, "Right now. 
the team is not prepared, but with the two scrimmages this 
week and our opener at Brockport State on Saturday, we 
should be be-tter perpared to lake on the- season." 
continued from 
p. 16 
tional. The girls play six Divi-
sion I teams throughout the 
season. They also play the 
Division II National Champions, 
Lock Haven. and the Division 
II runner-up, Bloomsburg. 
Kostrinsky believes if the team 
does well against the tough 
competition, it will be prepared 
for post-season play. 
ing combination of players as 
early in the season as possible. 
The first game the team will 
play is the alumni game on 
Saturday afternoon at I p.m. 
"This is very important for 
us. We'll beable to judge how 
we're clicking. We've also had 
a good response from the 
alumni and we'll be playing 
against some of our key 
players from last year," said 
Kostrinsky. 
Kostrinsky and the team's tri-
captains, Linda Amuso, Claire 
Lamont, and Barbara 
Wachowiak, are looking to put 
out tht best team they can and 
they are keeping an eye on the 
future. Kostrinsky is expecting 
a large contribution from the 
juniors on the team and is hop-
ing that she can find the winn-
One of Kostrinsky's major 
complaints is the lack of sup-
port for her team. 
"I find that it's that way with 
all women's sports. We're the 
National Champions and very 
few people know it." 
COLLEGE- FOOTBALL 
Wl!IKEND SCHEDULE 
sa111n11v•1 Ga111H 
Abl- Chrlsllan at W. Texa, St 
Akron at EHtern MIC11lg1n 
Amtrlcan lnt'I II New H111"1Pslllre 
Angelo St. II NW Loulllana 
Arll111118S St .• , Tenn. Cnattanocxia 
Aostln Peay at TeM. Martin 
Boston u. 11 HOIY Cron 
BoWllhll GrNn at Frosno St. 
Brlllllem YO<lhll at Baylor 
CIIHornla II San Diego 51. 
canon Newman at Furman 
Cincinnati II PeM St. 
Cllmlon 11 Bolton C01119e 
Col!lateatAr,ny 
ColOl'ado at Mlcl11gan St 
Cotorado St. 11 Hawaii 
Connactlcut at Rut-• 
Davidson at Wofford 
Dt11w1r1 St. at 5oulll Carotina St. 
Dist. of Columbia at Bath. Cool<man 
Dukt al ll!Cllana 
E. Carotlna at North Carotlna St. 
e .. , !llrouellburg al Lafayatlt 
E11ttrn IIUt,ols at Southern IUlnol, 
Ealltrn Wlshlngton II Boise St. 
Florida at Southern Callfornla 
Florida St. at Loulllana St. 
Ft. Valltv St. al Florida A&M 
Ealltrn KontUCkY al Younv11own St. 
G-gla Teen v,. Alabama at Birmingham, 
AIL 
Howard 11 Bucknell 
ldahO St. at Texas El Pa10 
lllinol1 at Mls10url 
1111no1, St. at Marshall 
10...,11 al Iowa SI. 
James Madl10n at APPalachlan SI. 
Kan1e1 at Te,c.1111 Chr,stlan 
Kanwas SI. at Kenructc.v 
Long Beach St. at FuUerton SI 
Louisiana Tech at New Mexico St. 
Miami, Fla. at Houston 
Northern Iowa at Indiana St. 
MOrehead SI. at Kentucky s, 
NortheHttrn al Lehigh 
MIH. Vallev S1. al Morris Brown 
~v ... ,ar,c1 ar Vanderblll 
1\6,JJ~. -.i:-huSi:?115 at Tole-do 
MCNH111 SI at SE Louisiana 
Memphis St. at North Carotlna 
Miami, O. 11 Soulh Carolina 
Minnesota at Rice 
Mlulnlppl at TUIA/le 
Montana St. at North Dakota 
Navy at Vl,vlnla 
Nevada LIi VIQl1 al San Jose St. 
New N.axlcO at Tennnsee 
Nlchol11 SI. at Troy SI. 
North Taxa, St. at OklahOma St. 
Northern lnlnols al Wllconsln 
Notre Dama al PurdUe 
Ohio U. at RIC/lrnon<I 
OklahOma II Sllnlord 
Oregon 11 Olllo St. 
Oregon St. 11 Porlllll!CI St. 
Pacific, Cal 11 Wnt Virginia 
Prairie Vlaw 11 SW Texas 
PreSbYttrlan at Cll1del 
South Dakota St. at Drake 
SW Louisiana 11 NE l..oul1lana 
SW Mlnourl at W.Starn. llllnol, 
Southern COlorldO 11 klllho 
Southern Mlthodlst vs. Grambling at 
snreveoort, LI. 
Southern Mlnllslppl at Auburn 
Southern u. at Alabama SI. 
SQut1,ern Ulah 11 Northern Arl1ona 
SI OP hen F. Austin at Lamar 
Temole 11 Pllllburgh 
Tenne,1e1 Tech al E. Tennn- St. 
Tennes- St. at Jackson St. 
Texas A&I at TexDI Southern 
Texas Tech 11 Air Foree 
TUIMI at Arkins.a, 
Utah al Arizona 
Utah St. II Arllona St. 
Wake For11t ol Virginia Teet, 
Washington at Northweitern 
Washlnglon St. at Mlthlgan 
Wnl Chester at Delaware 
Western Kentuc:kv at Louisvlne 
Western Mlthioan at Texas Arlington 
Wichita St al Ball SI. 
William & Marv at Virginia MIiitary 
Winston-Solem at N. Carolina A& T 
Wvomlng at Nebraiko 
Southern ColOrado at ldahO 
Idaho St at TexH El Paso 
E. wa,hlngton at Boise St. 
Soulhern Utah at Northern Arl1011a 
Weekend Results 
SAIUnlllY'I Anulls 
East 
Bolton Col- ,s ......... Morgan St. 12 
EdlnDo•o St, ,1 ............. w. Llt>orty 3 
G11nvllle St. 7 ......... Waynes1>urg 7, tie 
Man1lleld St. 28..,.. 0111. of Columbia 1, 
Sheoherd 37 ••••.•••••• , Mllter1vllle St. 1, 
snooery Roc:k 11 •.•.•••••• BloomSburg 7 
W. Virginia 55 ................. Ohio U. 3 
-
APPllachlan St 27 .•••.•• Wake Farell 25 
Clem10n ""' •••.••.• Wntern·Carollna ID 
E. KenluckY 21. •...•••••• E. Tenn. St. 15 
FIOrlda 211 ••••••••••••• ... Miami (Fla). 3 
Fl0<lda St. ,1 ••••.•..•.. Ea,t Carolina '6 
Georgia 19 ..................... UCLA I 
Grambling 21 ..............• , Alcorn St. D 
Jack10n St. 21 ............ Alabama St. D 
Kentuci<Y 31 ........... Cent. Michigan " 
Kentucky St. 2) .......... Ky. Wnlevan D 
Lenolr-Rhyna 13 .............. Gullford D 
LI-IY Baot. 15 ••••••••••••• Howard 10 
Livingston ,1 .... .............. ., Miles 6 
MCN .... St. 11 ........ NW Loul1l1na 13 
Mamohll St. 32........... Ml11l11loPI 1, 
Middle Tennes""' St •••.•• savannah St. D 
Mlululool Col- 16 ••• SE 1..0111,1ana 10 
Mlululppl St. " ............... Tulane 9 
Marris Brown 13 •••••• Favettevllle St. 10 
Murray St. 25 ........... SE M1,10url i 1 
Newoort New, Apprenllc:e 24 • Ftrrum 19 
Na CarOllna 24. • • • • • • • • • • So. Carolina I 
N.C. Cent. 21 .... , ........ Llvlngllone 17 
NIChOIII St, 21 ............... , Ulmer lA 
Piltlburllll ll,. .. , .•...... , , Tennes1e1 3 
~~~l6ij:::::::::::: · i:~r~ ~ 
So. MJ•s. 32 , • , ••• , , • • .. • • • • Rlthmond 3 
St. Paul's 26 ..... ., ••••••••• Bowle St. 23 
Tenn. St. 20 , ••••••• Hamoton 1n,111ute " 
Tenn.·Chaltanooga 13,. Jatklonvllle St. 6 
Troy SI. 33., ................ Tuskegee 6 
Virginia JI ...... , ........ , •••• , Duke JD 
Va. Union 14 •• , •••••.•••• ., J.C. Smith D 
Wlnllon·Saiem St. 17 ........... Va. St. 16 
Mldwflt 
Akron 13 ............... , ••••• Ktnl SI. 6 
Augsburg 29 ............. Buena Vista 2, · 
8111 St. 42 ............... RhOda llland 26 
Btmidll SI. 31 ......... ,. •• Sioux Fan, D 
Chadron St 7 •.....••• So. Dltkola Tech O 
Oavton to ............. W11eonsin .. s1out 7 
E. lllinoi, JI ................. Illinois St. 7 
E. Michigan 7 •..•••.••••..••• MarshaU J 
Fl. Hays SI. 1, •.••••. ., ....... Llntoln 6 
Hart>er 27 ....••..•...•.• Grand RIPld, 0 
HHtlng, 10............... Northern St. 9 
Indiana St. ID ............ NE Loul11ana 9 
Lawrene-e 33 ••••• Northwest. Coll. Wis o 
Long Beach St. 29 ••••••••• Kansai St. 20 
Lora, 36 ................. Upper Iowa 12 
Mlnn.·Morrl1 23 ........... Concordia 14 
Minn -Duluth 12 •...••••. Wls.-Suoerlor 7 
MO. Wntern JS. •• · .••••••••• Mo.·Rolla 211 
Mo. Southern 29 .•••••••••• Wlthlla St. 21 
Murray St 25 .•..••••.•.. SE Ml110url 11 
Ne1><a1ka·Omaha 12 ••.••• NE Ml110ur1 7 
N. Dakot~ 55 ........... Michigan Tec:h 7 
N. Dakota St. 17......... N. Michigan 14 
Northern Iowa :U .............. Drake 10 
Northern llllnoi1 37 • ." ••.••••••• Kansai 34 
NW Ml1S0Url St. 27 • • • • . • Mornlng1ide 25 
Peru SI. 10 •••••..•.•.•••••••••• Doane 7 
Southern Ill. ·38. ............ Western Ill. 6 
St. Aml><ose 14....... . . • Wllllom Penn o 
Vall>aralso 31., .................. Alma 7 
WIiiiam Jewel 30. ••••••.••••• E••-1 16 
Wis.·La CroHe 19.... . • Winona State 17 
Sou1hwtst 
Al>llene Chrl11i1n 23... . . • . • • AnotlO SL 9 
Air Foree :U •••••.•••••• Co10rad0 St. 13 
Arkanl8s St. Jl .......... Tenn.-Martln o 
Callf0<nla 19 •• , •••••••••• Texas A&M 17 
Clf11, Ark1n1Bs 21 • • . • • Ark.•Plne Bluff O 
Cent. Okla St. 211 ............ NW Oklll 10 
No. Texas St. 32 .......... W. Texas St. 3 
Nl"N "'-XlcO 17 ..... ., ••• , • .,., •• Ullh 7 
Plltlburg St, 17 .......... A..-ansa1 Teen 14 -
So. l\l\eth0dl1t 24 .... ......... l..oul1vllte 6 
Sul Ross 66. ....... Ba1>t. Christian (I.I) D 
Tua,-EI PIIO 20. •• ,,, New Mexico 51. 9 
TU11a 34.., •••••••••.•••• Sin Diego St. 9 
Wnt 
Arl1ona 50 ................. Oregon SI. 6 
Fullerron St. 13 .............. Boise SI. 10 
Nev.-Uls V1K1a1 28 ........ Nev.-Reno 11 
Pacific 21 ..................... Oregon 15 
Ricks 36. ••••••• ; ...... Montana Tech 23 
Satramen10 St 35 ......... Sonoma St. 7 
So Utah SI. 42 , ••••••••• W. Montana 10 
Wa1hlng1on SI. 27 ......... Montana SI. 7 
WebtT SI. 33 ••.•.••••••• SW Minn. St. 21 
Wvomlng :U ............... So Dakola 13 
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COLLEGE PICK OFF 
Doug Kurt Jim Steve Seth Dennis Mike Ivan 
Albany at Ithaca IC IC IC IC IC IC IC IC 
Colgate at Army Colg Colgate Colg Colg Colg Colg Colg Colg 
Clemson at Boston CoUege Clem Clemson BC BC BC Clem BC BC 
Boston U. at Holy Cross BU HC BU "HC HC HC HC HC 
Temple at Pittsburgh Pitt Pitt Pill Pitt Pitt Pitt Temple Pitt 
Maryland at Vanderbilt Mary Mary Mary Mary Mary Mary Mary Mary 
Minnesota at Rice Rice Minn Minn Minn Minn Minn Minn Minn 
Notre Dame at Purdue ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 
Oklahoma at Stanford Okla Okla Okla Okla Okla Okla Okla Okla 
Navy at Virginia Vir Navy Navy Virg Virg Virg .vy Navy 
Each week campus sports media experts Doug Clauson, Kurt Smutko, Jim Connors, 
Steve Mayer, Seth Fenton, Dennis Read, Mike Catalana, and Ivan Gottesfeld test their 
wits in predicting top college football games. 
Hall Council Officers 
Congress. 
Re~~sentatives 1nurs. 
September 15th 
Off-campus 
Union Lobby 
SHO\\r 
YOUR 
CONCERN! 
Rt'sidence Halls / 
Contact l 
1Uam-4pm 
~pon,orcd b~ I('~(, and Kc~idcnlial I.ill· 
I your 
Resident 
Assistant, 
.. 
continued f,:om 
p. 16 
The Ithaca College women's 
tennis team will start off the 
season with a home match 
against LeMoyne on Sept. to. 
coach carnell fells that the 
pivotal point in the season will 
be when the Bombers play St. 
Lawrence, Colgate, and Cornell 
on Sept. 16, 20, 27. "These 
matches that come early in the 
season will determine the suc-
cess of our year. They are all 
good teams and we should 
play them very tough," says 
coach carnell. 
The team is made up of 
seven returnees; Lisa Brown, 
Jeane Crawford, Pricilla Davis, 
Jackie Fiare, Beth Greene, 
Paula Kelley and Sue Wallner. 
There are also three or four 
very good freshmen who have 
an excellent shot at playing 
time. "All of these people want 
to play hard and work hard, 
which will create good solid 
compitition," says Coach Cor-
nell. With the season only a 
few days away Coach camel! 
is still undecided as to where 
everybody is going to play. But 
by the time Sept. 10 rolls 
around, you can bet the lthac;a 
College women's tennis team 
will be ready to play. 
SPORTSWRAP on WVIC 
- National and local sports coverage 
- Commentary 
- Special Guests on SPORTSLINE 
Sunday evenings 6:00 pm 
on the SPORTS STATION WVIC 
61 AM, I 06 FM Cable 
we've got just. what you need ••• 
~,-.·. 
'-- . 
••• and just what you want! 
,() 
Da1~lea FILLER 
PAPER Chocolate Milk 
QUART 59• c:~~~1694 
PENCILS 
10 COUNT s,~ 
PERRY'S All f LAV ORS 
hostess pak fmper,al 
ICE CREAM 
G:~t:N S1.49' Margarine QUARTERS 
CHEF BOV·AA·DEE 
BEEFARONI OR 
SPAGHETTI/M.EAT BALLS 
MAPLECREST COOKED 
ROAST BEEF 
FRESH SLICED 
PRICES IN EFFECT SEPT. 9 THRU 21 
Your neighborhood Convenient Food Mart store is your headquaners for 
one-stop shopping pleasure. We have over 4000 name brand items close at 
hand so you can locate what you're looking for quickly and easily. Our 
friendly personnel provide helpful assistance whenever necessary. So shop 
Convenient Food Man stores for the last word in service and selection. We 
know you'll come back again! 
LONGACRE COOKED 
TURKEY BREAST 
FRESH SLICED 
HALF POUNO 
S139 
[f~J:~- ~--
2"·~~~~.~ .,~ 
8 oz. 
~ 1SOZ. 
l~=YSTYLE 
PIZZA 
SAUSAGE o PEPPERONI 
ril$1 •. 89 
CORN 
GHIPS 
,,~ 
,0. 
- Da1Cjlea 
100~ PURE 
ORANGE JUICE 
HALf GALLON 
HALF 
POUNO 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES AND 
CORRECT PRINTING ERRORS 
609 W. CLINTON 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 
272-3822 
Food Marl 
